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Abstract
Enumerative algebraic geometry deals with problems of counting geometric objects defined alge-
braically, An important class of enumerative problems is that of counting curves: given a class of
curves in some projective variety defined by fixing some algebraic or geometric invariants (such as
degree, genus and types of singularities), the problem usually takes the form of ”how many curves
of that class pass through a configuration of n points in general position?”
Tropical Geometry deals with certain piecewise-linear complexes, which arise as degeneration
of families of complex algebraic varieties, and can also be described algebraically using ”max-plus”
algebra, (The tropical semi-field). The problem we solve is that of counting rational curves with
one cusp and certain number of nodes on toric surfaces, passing through a configuration of sufficient
points in general position.
We show that that this number equals the number of certain tropical curves counted with
multiplicities and we describe these curves and their multiplicities.
The main tools are tropicalization and patchworking. In tropicalization we pass from an equi-
singular family of curves to a special limit fiber which can be described in terms of tropical data
and analytic data. We then classify these possible limits, and use the patchworking theorem to
reconstruct the families that correspond to them.
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Introduction
0.1 History
Enumerative algebraic geometry deals with problems of counting geometric objects defined alge-
braically over fields, usually over the complex numbers or the real numbers. An important class
of enumerative problems is that of counting curves: given a class of curves in some projective va-
riety defined by fixing some algebraic or geometric invariants (such as degree genus and types of
singularities), the problem usually takes the form of ”how many curves of that class pass through
a configuration of n points in general position?”. A classical problem was that of counting com-
plex nodal curves of given genus g and degree d in the complex projective plane, passing through
a configuration of 3d ` g ´ 1 points in general position. A recursive calculation this number for
rational curves (i.e of genus 0) was given by Kontsevich in 1994 [12], and for any genus by Caporaso
and Harris in 1998 [3]. This problem of curve counting is related to Gromov-Witten invariants,
in Theoretical Physics and Symplectic Geometry. As for counting singular curves, In 2005, Alexei
Zinger published a paper providing a method to count rational singular curves in projective spaces
Pn, in particular giving a formula for rational curves with one cusp in any projective space Pn, us-
ing methods of algebraic geometry and moduli spaces. The result in this thesis differs in both the
type generality (We count curves on any projective toric surface) and in the method involved, that
of establishing a correspondence theorem between the curves in count and certain plane tropical
curves.
Tropical geometry deals with a class of piecewise-linear objects, arising algebraically from an
analogue of algebraic geometry over the Tropical Semi-Field (T), defined as pR Y t8u, ” ` ”, ” ¨ ”q
where a”` ”b “ minta, bu and a” ¨ ”b “ a` b where here ` is the normal addition. It can also be
seen as a degeneration of the complex structure in complex algebraic geometry, and can be thought
of as what is left after looking at complex geometry in a logarithmic scale and passing to a limit.
In 2002, Grigory Mikhalkin proved his correspondence theorem, establishing a remarkable con-
nection between enumerative complex geometry and tropical geometry. After establishing analogues
of genus and degree for tropical curves in the plane, he proved that if counted with appropriate
weights, the number of nodal tropical curves of degree d and genus g via 3d`g´1 points in tropical
general position in the tropical plane, is the same as the number of complex nodal curves of degree
d and genus g via generic 3d` g´ 1 points on the projective plane (more generally, a similar result
holds for curves on any projective toric surface). Moreover, Mikhalkin’s correspondence theorem,
establishes direct correspondence between given complex curves and their tropical counterparts.
Since tropical curves can be described in terms of subdivisions of lattice polygons and piecewise
linear convex functions, this gives a method of calculating this number via counting subdivisions of
lattice polygons, essentially reducing the problem to the realm of combinatorics. Mikhalkin used
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symplectic and pseudo-holomorphic techniques for his proof.
In 2006, Eugenii Shustin, provided a new proof for the correspondence theorem, using methods
of complex algebraic geometry and basic algebraic topology, thus providing an algebro-geometric
proof for the result. Moreover, Shustin’s proof allows for possible generalizations to correspondence
theorems for singular curves.
In this thesis we prove a correspondence theorem for rational curves with nodes and one cusp,
(1-cuspidal rational curves), on projective toric surfaces. Let K be the field of convergent Puiseux
series in one variable over C, equipped with the the non-archimedean valuation: Val pbptqq “
´mintτ P R : cτ ‰ 0u. Let Σ “ Torp∆q be a toric surface over K corresponding to a polygon
∆, any rational 1-cuspidal curve on Σ has n “ |Intp∆q X Z2| ´ 1 nodes, (by genus formula). Our
result states that the number of rational curves on Σ with one cusp and n nodes, passing through
a configuration of s “ |Z2X∆|´n´ 3 points in general position on Σ equals the number of certain
tropical curves through s points in tropical general position in the tropical torus R2.
Let x1, . . . , xs P Σ where s “ |Z2 X ∆| ´ n ´ 3, points in general position, such that they
tropicalize to points p1, . . . , ps in tropical general position (In the sense that pi “ Valpxiq. Denote
by N∆pnA1, 1 ¨A2q the number of rational curves on Torp∆q with n nodes and one cusp, that pass
through x1, . . . , xs
Denote by N trop∆ pnA1, 1 ¨A2q the number of rational tropical curves in the plane, counted with
weights (that will be defined soon), passing trough p1, . . . , ps such that:
1. Their Newton polygon is ∆.
2. In the dual subdivision, every point in B∆ X Z2 is a subdivision vertex.
3. In the dual subdivision only the following polygons appear: triangles, parallelograms, and a
single quadrilateral with no pair of parallel edges.
4. The genus of the tropical curve is 0.
Each curve is counted with weight as defined in Definition 3.1. The weights can be calculated from
the data of the subdivision and the edges lying on the marked points.
In this thesis we prove that N∆pnA1, 1 ¨ A2q “ N trop∆ pnA1, 1 ¨ A2q
0.2 Strategy and Method of Proof
The strategy of the proof is composed of two stages: tropicalization (degeneration) and patchwork-
ing (deformation).
We work over K, this will still give us the correct count for curves over C since all schemes,
varieties and conditions involved in the proof are defined using algebraic numbers (in fact, most
equations that appear, for example in Severi varieties have integer coefficients!). Both C and K are
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algebraically closed fields of characteristic 0, containing the algebraic numbers. This is an example
of the known Lefschetz Principle. ([1])
The goal of tropicalization is to assign to every 1-cuspidal curve over K a tropical limit, which
consists of two kinds of data:
• Combinatorial Data: a tropical curve in the plane, or equivalently, a subdivision of the
Newton polygon ∆ and a convex piece-wise linear function supported on ∆ with integer
values at lattice points.
• Algebraic Data:
– Limit algebraic curves on toric surfaces corresponding to subdivision polygons, and
– Refinements, which are too, curves on surfaces, assigned to edges of the subdivision
(which correspond to intersection of adjacent toric surfaces containing limit curves).
Given an algebraic curve over K “ Ctttuu, after suitable changes of coordinates and other technical
assumptions, we obtain an analytic family of complex curves on Σ, parameterized over a small
punctured disk in the complex plane D‹ “ tz P Czt0uˇˇ|z| ă εu Embedding the family in an
appropriately chosen ambient space we can extend the family to the full disk D, adding a limit
fiber over 0. This fiber comprises a collection of curves lying on a collection of toric surfaces, this
data is called the tropical limit of the family and can be described as a collection of combinatorial
and algebraic data as above. the process of going from a family to a ’special’ fiber, is called
degeneration. Our first goal is to classify all possible tropical limits of the families in the class
of curves in interest, in our case: 1-cuspidal rational curves. This is done mainly via topological
consideration, with some algebraic geometry involved.
The second stage is patchworking (or deformation): given the data of a tropical limit in one of
the classes we described in the first stage, construct a family or families of algebraic curves over
K degenerating into the given tropical limit. This is done invoking a powerful theorem called the
patchworking theorem, describing how families arise from the collection of tropical limit, and giving
control on the types of singularities involved.
In summary, to calculate the number of 1-cuspidal curves on a toric surface, we start with a
configuration of points in general position on the surface, tropicalizing to tropical general points in
R2. We then construct the appropriate tropical curves, which correspond to the possible tropical
limits, passing through a tropical general configuration of points, and for each such tropical curve
we calculate it’s weight, or multiplicity. summing all weights we arrive at the desired result.
0.3 Organization of the Work
In section 1, ”Polar Curves and Newton Polygons” we describe the construction of the polar curve
for a given curve on a surface, and use the calculation of the intersection number of a curve and
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it’s polar to show non-existence of certain curves on some surfaces.
In section 2, ”Tropicalizations”, subsections 2.1 - 2.3 we first give a short account of tropical
curves, and then describe the tropicalization procedure, assigning a tropical limit to an algebraic
family of complex curves. In subsections 2.4 - 2.6 we classify and describe what tropical limits can
arise as the limit of a 1-cuspidal family of rational curves, both in terms of combinatorial data and
analytic data.
In section 3 ”Restoring 1-cuspidal rational algebraic curves out of a given tropical limit”, we
describe the procedure of how to reconstruct the data of possible tropical limits corresponding to
a given tropical curve, counting how many such tropical limits can occur, and how many algebraic
families tropicalize to those limits, solving the enumerative problem we set for.
In section 4 ”Patchworking singular algebraic curves” we describe the equisingular patchowork-
ing theorem, allowing us to go in deformation from a tropical limit to a family of algebraic curves.
We also show that in our case we can indeed apply the theorem by verifying some technical transver-
sality criterion.
6
Body
1 Polar Curves and Newton Polygons
1.1 The Polar Curve and Intersection Formulas
Let C P P2 a projective plane curve, given as the zero set of a homogeneous polynomial F px, y, zq.
Definition 1.1. Define the Polar Curve associated to C relative to a point p “ pa1; a2; a3q P P2
(the polar of p relative to C), denoted by PCppq to be the projective curve defined by the equation
a1
BF
Bx ` a2
BF
By ` a3
BF
Bz “ 0
Similarly, we can define the polar of a germ (in affine coordinates): let f P Ctx, yu and pα : βq P
P1, we then call
Ppα,βqpfq :“ α ¨
Bf
Bx ` β ¨
Bf
By P Ctx, yu (1)
the polar of f with respect to pα : βq It is defined only up to a non-zero constant. One may check
that this definition is invariant under multiplying the equation of f by a function non-vanishing at
p, and it is also invariant under linear (projective) coordinate change.
Claim 1.1. The only points of intersection of C and PCppq: q P C X PCppq are either:
1. Singular points of C
2. Smooth points q P C such that p lies on TqC, the tangent line of C at q
Proof. (2) Is obvious from the definition, and (1) follows because at singular points the Zariski
tangent space is the whole plane. See for example, [6][Section 1.2]
Denote by ippF,Gq the local intersection multiplicity at point p, and denote by ipF,Gq “ř
pPP2 ippF,Gq the total intersection multiplicity of F and G
Proposition 1.1. Let C be a plane curve of degree d. then ipC,PC ppqq “ dpd´ 1q
Proof. PCppq is given by a polynomial of degree d´1, hence the result follows from Be´zout theorem.
We will start by recalling the definition of two invariants of a singular germ.
Definition 1.2. Let f P Ctx, yu be a reduced power series and let
O “ Ctx, yu{xfy ãÑ Ctt1u ‘ . . .‘ Cttru “ O¯ (2)
denote the normalization. then we shall call δpfq :“ dimC O¯{O the δ invariant of f . In essence,
the δ invariant counts the number of double points concentrated at a point.
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Remark 1. For a power series of a germ of an ordinary cusp or an ordinary node we have: δ=1.
One first checks that δ does not depend on analytic isomorphism, and then computes for the special
cases x3 ´ y2 “ 0 for a cusp and xy “ 0 for a node.
Proposition 1.2. (Degree-Genus formula) Let C a projective plane curve (possibly singular) of
degree d and genus g. then:
g “ pd´ 1qpd ´ 2q
2
´
ÿ
pPC
δppq
Proof. See [16, Corollary 7.1.3 pp. 158]
An important version of this formula is relevant to toric surfaces:
Proposition 1.3. Let C be a curve on a toric surface Torp∆q defined by the vanishing of a function
with Newton polygon ∆ in the open torus pC‹q2 then:
g “ |Intp∆q X Z2| ´
ÿ
pPC
δppq
Proof. See discussion at [13, Section 5.2].
The second invariant we will deal with is the kappa invariant, defined as:
Definition 1.3. Let f P Ctx, yu be a reduced power series. the κ-invariant of f is defined to be
the intersection multiplicity with a generic polar, that is,
κpfq :“ i
ˆ
f, α
Bf
Bx ` β
Bf
By
˙
(3)
where pα : βq P P1 is a generic point in P1
Proposition 1.4. The polar curve intersects the curve C at the following points: singular points
and points whose tangent line passes through point P
Proof. follows from the form of the equation and definition of tangent space.
Definition 1.4. Let s “ řiěr aix in , a Puiseux series.
We define the order in x of s to be ordxpsq “ 8 if s “ 0 and otherwise:
ordxpsq “ minti|ai ‰ 0u
n
Assuming that n is coprime with the collection of nominators appearing in the sum, we define the
polydromy order of s to be n. We will denote it by νpsq
In view of Claim 1.1, The intersection number with the polar, ipC,PC ppqq can be calculated
locally:
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Theorem 1.1. For a reduced curve C the contribution of a point q P C to ipC,PC ppqq is as follows:
1. If q is a singular point:
(a) q ‰ p:
2δpqq ` iqpℓ, Cq ´#branchespqq
where ℓ is the line passing through p and q and #branchespqq is the number of local
branches at the point q.
(b) q “ p:
2δpqq `multppq ´#branchesppq `
ÿ
ℓtis tangent
to a branch
of C at q
ippℓt, Cq ´ p#tangents´ 1q ¨multppq
where #tangents is the number of different tangents to the branches of C at q
2. If q is a smooth point:
iqpℓ, Cq pagain ℓ is the line passing through p and q)
Proof. 1.a) We will not detail the proof, but instead refer to some results:
We will conduct a local calculation in affine coordinates. WLOG, choose affine coordinates such
that q “ p0, 0q, f P Ctx, yu a reduced power series and pα : βq P P1. From [9, Lemma 3.37 pp. 209]
we know that the local intersection number:
iq
ˆ
f, α
Bf
Bx ` β
Bf
By
˙
“ µpfq ` ip´βx` αy, fq ´ 1
Note that in our terminology ´βx` αy “ 0 is exactly ℓ. Here µpfq is the Milnor number, another
invariant of singular points, which we will not elaborate upon, because of the following result which
eliminates it from the formula: [9, Lemma 3.35 pp. 208]
µpfq “ 2δpfq ´ rpfq ` 1 (4)
rpfq denotes in the number of irreducible factors of f, which, since f is reduced, equals the number
of branches at q. Substituting we get
2δpqq ` iqpℓ, Cq ´#branchespqq
as expected.
1.b) Here we will detail the calculation. Recall Euler’s identity for homogenous polynomial of
degree d:
x
BF
Bx ` y
BF
By ` z
BF
Bz “ dF
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WLOG, using translation and change of coordinates we can assume p “ p0, 0, 1q P P2 in homoge-
neous coordinates, and that p P C; WLOG we can also assume that the y-axis is transversal to
all branches at p (otherwise we change coordinates by rotation). The polar curve is the vanishing
locus of the following polynomial: 0BFBx ` 0BFBy ` BFBz “ BFBz . Now ippF, BFBz q “ ippF, z BFBz q since z is not
zero on p.
Using euler’s identity we see that ippF, z BFBz q “ ippF, dF ´ xBFBx ´ y BFBy qq and we can now calculate
this intersection in an affine chart. we will choose a chart such that tz “ 0u is the line at infinity.
Denote fpx, yq “ F px, y, 1q, then by Puiseux theorem, we have a factorization in the field of Puiseux
series Cttxuu “ Ť8k“1Cppx1{nqq:
fpx, yq “
mź
i“1
py ´ ξipxqq
where each ξipxq is a Puiseux series corresponding to a branch passing through p “ p0, 0q. In-
tersection multiplicity is additive with respect to branches, so we can sum over the intersection
multiplicity of each branch independently.
We will Denote by ni “ νpξiq the polydromy order of the i-th Puiseux series in the decomposi-
tion. First we note:
F px, ξipxqq “ 0
x
B
BxF px, ξipxqq “ ´xξ
1
ipxq
ź
j‰i
pξipxq ´ ξjpxqq
y
B
ByF px, ξipxqq “ ξipxq
ź
j‰i
pξipxq ´ ξjpxqq
Summing:
ip
ˆ
f, df ´ xBfBx ´ y
Bf
By
˙
“
mÿ
i“1
ni ¨ ordx
˜
pξipxq ´ xξ1ipxqq
ź
j‰i
pξipxq ´ ξjpxqq
¸
First we show that ni ¨ ordxpξipxq ´ xξ1ipxqq “ ippℓi, ξiq, the intersection multiplicity of the branch
corresponding to ξipxq with it’s tangent line. This can be seen as follows:
Let ξipxq “ λ0x ` λ1xr1 ` . . . (starts from λ0x because the y-axis tx “ 0u is not tangent to the
branch. thus the tangent is y “ λ0x).
Then: i0pξipxq, y ´ λ0xq “ ni ¨ ordxpξipxq ´ λ0xq “ ni ¨ r1
And: ni ¨ ordx
`
ξipxq ´ xξ1ipxq
˘ “ ni ¨ ordx pλ0x` λ1xr1 ` . . .´ pλ0x` r1λ1xr1 ` . . .qq “
“ ni ¨ ordx ppr1 ´ 1qλ1xr1q “ ni ¨ r1
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The other term,
řm
i“1 ni ¨ ordx
´ś
j‰ipξipxq ´ ξjpxqq
¯
equals κ, the kappa invariant of C at point
p “ p0, 0q, that is because this is the intersection number with BfBy which is the polar with respect
to p0, 1q P P1. This polar intersects all branches of C transversally (as its tangent is the y-axis),
thus the intersection is generic. Summing:
mÿ
i“1
ippℓi, ξiq “
mÿ
i“1
ippℓi, Cq ´ p#tangents´ 1q ¨multppq
Lastly by [9, Proposition 3.38 pp. 212]: κpfq “ µpfq `multpfq ´ 1 and by equation (4) from part
1 of the proof the result follows. 2) follows as a special case of (1.b)
1.2 Applying polar curves to show non existence of certain curves
Our main application for this technique is to show non-existence of certain curves on given toric
surfaces.
Let P be a trapezoid given by the vertices: p0, 0q, pr, qq, pp, qq, p0, kq, p0, 0q where:
1. 0 ď r ă p
2. 0 ă q
3. 0 ă k ď p` q
as in Figure 1.
We want to show that there are no rational cuspidal curves on TorpP q meeting each boundary
divisor with a single branch, more precisely we will show:
Proposition 1.5. Let TorpP q the toric surface corresponding to P , and pC‹q2 the embedded torus
compatible with the lattice. There are no curves C satisfying the following conditions:
1. C X pC‹q2 is defined by a polynomial with Newton polygon TorpP q
2. C meets every boundary divisor of TorpP q with a single branch, except maybe Torprp0, 0q, p0, kqsq.
3. C is a rational curve (genus 0)
4. C has a cusp in the complex torus pC‹q2 P TorpP q or a cusp on the line X “ 0 (corresponds
to Torprp0, 0q, p0, kqsq)
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Figure 1: Trapezoid and Corresponding Triangle of P2 Together With the Curve
Proof. Denote by Torp∆q ” P2, The projective plane given by the right triangle:
p0, 0q, pp ` q, 0q, p0, p ` qq (Denote these vertices by A,B and C accordingly). Consider the curve
C¯ given as the closure of C X pC‹q2 in P2 ” Torp∆q
Torp∆q pC‹q2? _oo   // P2
C
?
OO
C X pC‹q2? _oo   //
?
OO
C¯
?
OO
Denote by ℓAB the toric divisor corresponding to the edge AB (corresponds to x “ 0 in coordinates),
and similarly ℓBC and ℓAC corresponds to BC and AC (z “ 0 and y “ 0 accordingly) C passes
through the points p1 “ tx “ 0u X tz “ 0u and p2 “ ty “ 0u X tz “ 0u See Figure 1.
We calculate intersection with polar given by base point p1:
multpp1q “ p and multpp2q “ q as can be seen from the Newton polygon: If we change coordinates
such that p1 goes to 0, we see that the first monomials of degree less than p vanish there.
We verify that the two branches have different tangents at p1. After change of coordinates that takes
p1 Ñ p0, 0q, ´y Ñ y and x´y Ñ x we see that the Newton diagram at p1 has the form of the lower
convex hull of p0, tq, pa, bq, pc, bq where t ą b ą 0 and a ă c. This decomposes as the lower convex
hull of the Minkowsky sum of tho segments: L1 “ rp0, t ´ bq, pa, 0qs and L2 “ rp0, bq, pc ´ a, bqs,
each corresponds to a branch. Thus, by looking on the order of vanishing monomials we see that
either x-axis or y-axis are tangent to the branch corresponding to L1 but both are not tangent to
the branch corresponding to L2 (remark: this holds unless t ´ b “ a but this case can be avoided
by first applying an appropriate SL2pZq action). Now ip1pℓAB , Cq “ p` q by Be´zout theorem and
the fact we have one point of intersection.
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For the other tangent we know that the intersection multiplicity is at least p ` 1 (one more than
the multiplicity of the point), thus the contribution of p1:
2δpp1q ` p´ 2` pp` qq ` pp` 1q ´ p “ 2δpp1q ` 2p ` q ´ 1
Contribution of p2:
2δpp2q ` ip2pℓAC , Cq ´#branchespp2q “ 2δpp2q ` q ´ 1
The cusp contributes another `1 to the sum. Summing:
pp ` qqpp ` q ´ 1q “ ipC,PC pP1q ě
ÿ
pPC
2δppq ` 2p` 2q ´ 2` 1
“
p˚q
pp ` q ´ 1qpp ` q ´ 2q ` 2pp ` qq ´ 1
p˚q follows from Degree-Genus Formula (Proposition 1.2), recall that here g “ 0. We get:
2pp ` qq ´ 2 ě 2pp` qq ´ 1
a contradiciton.
We summarize what has been obtained in a corollary:
Corollary 1.1. Let P be a lattice quadrilateral with a pair of parallel edges. (A lattice trapezoid).
Then there are no rational curves with Newton polygon P , intersecting each boundary divisor at one
branch, admitting a singular branch at either pC‹q2 or one of the boundary divisors corresponding
to the parallel edges.
Proof. Up to an affine lattice transformation we can assume WLOG that P meets the conditions
of 1.5. Then the result follows.
Similarly, we want to eliminate the following case as well: Let P a triangle given by the vertices
(counter-clockwise): p0, 0q, p0, rq, pp, qq where:
1. 0 ă r ă p` q
2. 0 ă q, p
Similarly to figure 1 (only with a triangle)
Proposition 1.6. Let TorpP q be the toric surface corresponding to P , and pC‹q2 the embedded
torus compatible with the lattice. There are no curves C satisfying the following conditions:
1. C X pC‹q2 is defined by a polynomial with Newton polygon TorpP q
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2. C meets every boundary divisor of TorpP q with a single branch, except maybe Torprp0, 0q, p0, rqsq.
3. C is a rational curve (genus 0)
4. C has a singular branch in the complex torus pC‹q2 P TorpP q or a singular branch on the line
X “ 0 (corresponds to Torprp0, 0q, p0, rqsq)
Proof. Denote by ℓAB the toric divisor corresponding to the edge AB (corresponds to x “ 0 in
coordinates), and similarly ℓBC and ℓAC corresponds to BC and AC (y “ 0 and z “ 0 accordingly)
C passes through the points p1 “ tx “ 0u X tz “ 0u and p2 “ ty “ 0u X tz “ 0u. Similarly to the
trapezoid case, we calculate intersection with polar given by base point p1:
multpp1q “ p and multpp2q “ q as can be seen from the Newton polygon. ip1pℓAB , Cq “ p ` q By
Be´zout theorem and the fact we have one point of intersection.
Thus the contribution of p1:
2δpp1q ` p´ 1` pp` qq “ 2δpp1q ` 2p` q ´ 1
Contribution of p2:
2δpp2q ` ip2pℓAC , Cq ´#branchespp2q “ 2δpp2q ` q ´ 1
The cusp contributes another `1 to the sum. Summing:
pp ` qqpp ` q ´ 1q “ ipC,PC pP1q ě
ÿ
pPC
2δppq ` 2p` 2q ´ 2` 1
“
p˚q
pp ` q ´ 1qpp ` q ´ 2q ` 2pp ` qq ´ 1
p˚q follows from Degree-Genus Formula (Proposition 1.2), recall that here g “ 0. We get:
2pp ` qq ´ 2 ě 2pp` qq ´ 1
a contradiciton.
Corollary 1.2. Let P be a lattice triangle. Then there are no rational curves with Newton polygon
P intersecting two boundary divisor at one branch each, and admitting a singular branch at either
pC‹q2 or on the third boundary divisor.
Proof. Up to an affine lattice transformation we can assume WLOG that P meets the conditions
of 1.6. Then the result follows.
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2 Tropicalizations
2.1 Tropical curves and subdivisions of Newton polytope
The presentation of material in this section summarizes the presentation in [15], for more details
see [15] and the corresponding references given there.
2.1.1 Basic Definitions
In this thesis we will use the following definition for a tropical curve (note that there exist other
equivalent definitions): Let K be the field of convergent Puiseux series over C, with the non-
archimedean valuation: Val pbptqq “ ´mintτ P R : cτ ‰ 0u where bptq “
ř
τPR cτ t
τ where R Ă Q is
contained in bounded below arithmetic progression. Val takes K˚ onto Q and satisfies:
Valpabq “ Valpaq `Valpbq, Valpa` bq ď maxtValpaq,Valpbqu, a, b P K˚
For a non-empty finite set I Ă Zk, denote by FKpIq the set of Laurant polynomials
fpzq “
ÿ
ωPI
cωz
ω, z “ pz1, ..., zkq, cω P K˚, ω P I .
Put Zf “ tf “ 0u Ă pK˚qk and define the tropical variety of f as
Af “ ValpZf q Ă Rk, where Valpz1, ..., zkq “ pValpz1q, ...,Valpznqq .
We denote the set of tropical varieties Af , f P FKpIq by ApIq. If I is the set of all integral points
in a convex lattice polygon ∆, we write Ap∆q.
The following theorem is due to Kapranov [5]:
Theorem 2.1. The tropical curve Af coincides with the corner locus of the piece-wise linear convex
function
Nf pxq “ max
ωPI
pω ¨ x`Valpcωqq , x P Rk
where the product of vectors is the standard scalar product.
For a polynomial f P FKpIq, one can define a subdivision of the Newton polytope ∆ “ convpIq
into convex polytopes with vertices from I. Namely, take the convex hull ∆vpF q of the set
tpω,´Valpcωqq P Rk`1 : ω P Iu and define the function
νf : ∆Ñ R, νf pωq “ mintx : pω, xq P ∆vpfqu .
This is a convex piece-wise linear function, whose linearity domains are convex polytopes with
vertices in I, which form a subdivision Sf of ∆. It is easy to see (for example, from the fact that
the functions Nf and νf are dual by the Legendre transform) that
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Lemma 2.1. The subdivision Sf of ∆ is combinatorially dual to the pair pRk, Af q.
Notice that, in general, the geometry of an tropical curve A P Ap∆q determines a dual subdivi-
sion S of ∆ not uniquely, but up to a combinatorial isotopy, in which all edges remain orthogonal
to the corresponding edges of A, and vice versa. Combinatorially isotopic tropical curves form a
subset1 in ApIq, whose dimension we call the rank of tropical curve (or the rank of subdivision) and
denote rkpAf q “ rkpSf q.
Lemma 2.2. For the case k “ 2, and Sf : ∆ “ ∆1 Y ...Y∆N ,
rkpSf q ě rkexppSf q def“ |V pSf q| ´ 1´
Nÿ
i“1
p|V p∆iq| ´ 3q , (5)
where V pSf q is the set of vertices of Sf , V p∆iq is the set of vertices of the polygon ∆i, i “ 1, ..., N .
More precisely,
rkpSf q “ rkexppSf q ` dpSf q , (6)
where
• dpSf q “ 0 if all the polygons ∆1, ...,∆N are triangles or parallelograms,
• otherwise,
0 ď 2dpSf q ď
ÿ
mě2
pp2m´ 3qN2m ´N 12mq `
ÿ
mě2
p2m´ 2qN2m`1 ´ 1 , (7)
where Nm, m ě 3, is the number of m-gons in Sf , N 12m is the number of 2m-gons in Sf ,
whose opposite edges are parallel, m ě 2.
Proof. See [15, Lemma 2.2]
2.1.2 The Tropicalization Process
Let ∆ Ă R2 be a non-degenerate convex lattice polygon, and let C P Λp∆q be a curve with only
isolated singularities, which is defined by a polynomial fpx, yq as in the previous section.
Evaluating the coefficients of fpx, yq at a complex non-zero t close enough to zero we obtain an
equisingular family of curves Cptq P Λp∆q. [15, Lemma 2.3].
We define the tropical limit of Cptq when t Ñ 0 as follows: Let νf : ∆ Ñ R be a convex
function and ∆ “ ∆1Y . . .Y∆N , the corresponding subdivision as defined in the previous section.
The restriction νf
ˇˇ
∆i
coincides with a linear (affine) function λi : ∆ Ñ R, λipxq “ ωx ` γi,
ωi “ pα1, α2q P R2, γi P R, i “ 1, ..., N . Then the polynomial
t´γifpz1t´α1 , z2t´α2q “
ÿ
ωP∆XZ2
rcωzω (8)
1It is, in fact, the interior of a convex polyhedron in ApIq.
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satisfies the following condition:
Valprcωq
$’’’&’’’%
“ 0, if ω is a vertex of ∆i,
ď 0, if ω P ∆i,
ă 0, if ω R ∆i .
In other words, letting t “ 0 on the right-hand side of (8), we obtain a complex polynomial fi with
Newton polygon ∆i, which in turn defined a complex curve Ci P Λp∆iq, i “ 1, ..., N . Notice that
multiplying fpx, yq by a constant from K˚ does not change Sf and C1, ..., CN , but adds a linear
function to νf . The collection pνf , Sf ;C1, ..., CN q is called the tropicalization (or dequantization) of
the curve C, and denoted by T pCq. We also call fi and Ci the tropicalizations of the polynomial
f and the curve C on the polygon ∆i, 1 ď i ď N .
To relate the seemingly algebraic process of tropicalization of C to an actual limit of the family
Cptq we describe the following construction: Assume that the exponents of t in the coefficients aijptq
of fpx, yq are rational. By a change of parameter t ÞÑ tm, we can make all these exponents integral
and the function νf integral-valued at integral points. Introduce the polyhedron
r∆ “ tpα, β, γq P R3 : pα, βq P ∆, γ ě νf pα, βqu .
It defines a toric variety Y “ Torpr∆q, which naturally fibers over C so that the fibres Yt over
t ‰ 0 are isomorphic to Torp∆q, and Y0 is the union of toric surfaces Torpr∆iq, i “ 1, ..., N , withr∆1, ..., r∆N being the faces of the graph of νf . By the choice of νf , Torpr∆iq » Torp∆iq, and we shall
simply write that Y0 “
Ť
iTorp∆iq. Then the curve C can be interpreted as an analytic surface in
a neighborhood of Y0, which fibers into the complex curves C
ptq Ă Yt » Torp∆q, and whose closure
intersects Y0 along the curve C
p0q which can be identified with
Ť
iCi Ă
Ť
i Torp∆iq.
The complex curves Cptq can be naturally projected onto Cp0q along the t-axis.
The singular points of the curves Cptq define sections s : Dzt0u Ñ Torpr∆q, D Ă C being a
small disc centered at 0. The limit points z “ limtÑ0 sptq are singular points of Cp0q. We say
that such a point z P Cp0q bears the corresponding singular points of Cptq. If z P Cp0q does not
belong to the intersection lines
Ť
i‰j Torp∆i X∆jq and bears just one singular point of Cptq, which
is topologically equivalent to z, we call z a regular singular point, otherwise it is irregular. If Cp0q
has irregular singular points, we can define a refinement of the tropicalization in the following way:
transform the polynomial fpx, yq into fpx` a, y ` bq with a, b P K such that the irregular singular
point of Cp0q goes to the origin, and consider the tropicalization of the curve defined by the new
polynomial fpx` a, y` bq. This provides additional information on the behavior of singular points
of Cptq tending to irregular singular points of Cp0q, and corresponds, in a sense, to blowing-up the
threefold Y at the irregular singular points of Cp0q (cf. [15, Section 3.5])
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2.1.3 Topology of the degeneration
Definition 2.1. We will call a polygon which is not a triangle or a parallelogram, by the name
singular polygon or irregular polygon.
Lemma 2.3. Let a complex threefold Y be smooth at a point z, U Ă Y a small ball centered at z.
Assume that π : U Ñ pC, 0q is a flat family of reduced surfaces such that U0 “ π´1p0q consists of
two smooth components U 10, U
2
0 which intersect transversally along a line L Ą tzu, and Ut “ π´1ptq
are nonsingular as t ‰ 0. Let C 10 Ă U 10, C20 Ă U20 be reduced algebraic curves, which cross L only
at z and with the same multiplicity m ě 2. Assume also that U 10, U20 are regular neighborhoods for
the (possibly singular) point z of C 10 and C
2
0 , respectively. Let δ
1 “ δpC 10, zq, δ2 “ δpC20 , zq be the
δ-invariants, r1, r2 the numbers of local branches of C 10, C
2
0 at z, respectively. Then in any flat
deformation Ct, t P pC, 0q, of C0 “ C 10 Y C20 such that Ct Ă Ut, the total δ-invariant of Ct, t ‰ 0,
in Ut does not exceed
δ1 ` δ2 `m´maxtr1, r2u .
Proof. See [15, Lemma 3.2]
Remark 2. In the notations of Lemma 2.3, accept all the hypotheses but assume that C 10, C
2
0 are
not necessarily reduced. Furthermore, let C 10 (resp., C
2
0 ) have r
1 (resp., r2) reduced local branches
at z of multiplicities ρ11, ..., ρ
1
r1 (resp., ρ
2
1, ..., ρ
2
r2). Then the argument used in the proof of Lemma
2.3 shows that, if Ct is reduced in U , then
χˇpCt X Uq ď ´min |m11 ` ...`m1r1 ´m21 ´ ...´m2r2 | ,
where integers m11, ...,m
2
r2 run over the range 1 ď m11 ď ρ11, ..., 1 ď m2r2 ď ρ2r2.
Proof. We refer again to [15, Lemma 3.2], but also remark that the formula follows from close
examination of the ways the branches can glue together. We quote from [15]: Topologically, the
curves C 10 and C
2
0 (in U) are bouquets of r
1 and r2 discs, respectively. Notice that the circles of
C 10 X BU and C20 X BU move slightly when t changes, and they are not contractible in Ut for t ‰ 0.
For instance, a circle of C 10 X BU is (positively) linked with the line L in U 10, and hence remains
(positively) linked with the surface U20 in U ; thus, it cannot be contracted in Ut, t ‰ 0, which does
not intersect U20 . This means that the curve Ct Ă Ut, t ‰ 0, is the union of a few immersed surfaces
with a total of r1 ` r2 holes and at least maxtr1, r2u handles.
2.2 Tropical curves and tropicalizations of 1-cuspidal curves passing through
generic points
We will follow closely the analysis in [15, Section 3]:
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Let x1, ...,xr P R2 be generic distinct points with rational coordinates, and let p1, ...,pr P pK‹q2
be generic points satisfying Valppiq “ xi, i “ 1, ..., r, and having only rational exponents of the
parameter t.
Observe that the coefficients of a polynomial f P Krx, ys, which defines a curve C P Σ∆pnA1, 1A2q,
are Puiseux series with rational exponents of t. (C P Σ∆pnA1, 1A2q is the Severi variety of curves
with Newton polygon ∆, n nodes and one cusp, which will be discussed later on). A parameter
change t ÞÑ tm with a suitable natural m makes all these exponents integral, and the convex piece-
wise linear function νf : ∆ Ñ R integral-valued at integral points. We keep these assumptions
through out the rest of the section.
Let Sf : ∆ “ ∆1 Y ... Y ∆N be the subdivision defined by νf , and let pC1, ..., CN q be the
tropicalization of the curve C “ tf “ 0u P ΛKp∆q. The union of the divisors Torpσq Ă Torp∆kq,
where σ runs over all edges of ∆k, we shall denote by TorpB∆kq, k “ 1, ..., N . For any i “ 1, ..., N ,
denote by Cij , j “ 1, ...,mi, the distinct irreducible components of the curve Ci Ă Torp∆iq and by
rij , j “ 1, ...,mi, their multiplicities. Denote by sij the number of local branches of Cij centered
on TorpB∆iq, j “ 1, ...,mi.
Claim 2.1. Denote by rk AlgpCq the dimension of the Severi variety on which C lies,
and denote by rk TroppCq the dimension of the space of deformations of C of the same combinatorial
type. Then
rk AlgpCq ď rk TroppCq
Proof. Fix a lattice polygon ∆. First note that any configuration of r points p1, . . . , pr in the tropical
plane R2 can be lifted to a configuration on r points on pK˚q2, x1, . . . , xr in general position, such
that they tropicalize to p1, . . . , pr. (This follows since we can freely choose coefficients of t).
Also note that the condition to pass through k points in general position on pK˚q2, decreases
the dimension of the deformations of a curve (say, the dimension of the appropriate Severi variety)
by exactly k.
Since ∆ is fixed, there are only finite number of combinatorial types of tropical curves with
Newton polygon ∆ (as there are finitely many possible subdivisions).
Let X be the configuration space of r-tuples of points in R2. For each combinatorial type,
consider the set Yi Ă X of configurations in X such that the condition for a tropical curve to pass
through them, decreased the dimension of deformations by less than r. These sets Yi have an open
dense complement, and since there is a finite number of them, so does their union. So we can define
that r points are ∆-generic points in R2 if the condition for a tropical curve of Newton polygon ∆ to
pass through them, decreases the dimension of the space of deformations (preserving combinatorial
type) by exactly r. (or, if this dimension is less than r, then no curve of such combinatorial type
can pass through them)
By this definition of ∆-generic points, the claim follows immediately:
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Let C a curve such that rk AlgpCq “ r, (in our case r is the dimension of the Severi variety
for curves with one cusp and some n nodes) Let x1, . . . , xr P pK˚q2 be points in general position
such that they tropicalize to points p1, . . . , pr P R2, in ∆-general position, and such that C passes
through x1, . . . , xr. As we have seen C tropicalizes to a tropical curve A passing through ∆-generic
points p1, . . . , pr, thus rk TroppCq ě r “ rk AlgpCq
We intend to estimate χˇpCptqq from above and from below and to compare these bounds.
Note that we give labels to certain inequalities by assigning them a greek letter, this is done for
easier reference later.
Let U be the union of small open balls Uz in the three-fold Y (see the definition in section 2.1)
centered at all the points z P ŤipCiXTorpB∆iqq. If z P CiXTorpσq, where σ is an edge of ∆i lying
on B∆, then the local picture of the limit curve: pCp0q X Uzq, is topologically a bouquet of discs,
each corresponds to a branch, joined in the point z, when t ‰ 0 discs can only glue by attaching
a ‘tube’ (homeomorphic to S1 ˆ r0, 1s), hence χˇpCptq X Uzq does not exceed the number of local
branches of Ci at the points of Ci XTorpσq, which is less than or equal the sum of multiplicities of
the points z P Ci X Torpσq, which, in turn is bounded by |σ X Z2|.
If z P Torpσq X Ci X Ck, where σ “ ∆i X ∆k is a common edge, then χˇpCptq X Uzq ď
pζq
0 by
Remark 2. Hence
χˇpCptq X Uq ď |B∆ X Z2| (9)
with an equality if and only if, for any edge σ Ă ∆i X B∆, the reduction of the curve Ci is non-
singular along Torpσq and meets Torpσq transversally.
For the upper bound to χˇpCptqq, we can assume that, for any i “ 1, ..., N , and 1 ď j ă j1 ď mi,
the components Cij and Cij1 do not glue up in Y zU when Cp0q deforms into Cptq as this would only
decrease χˇpCptqq. Then the normalization of CptqzU is the union of connected components, each of
them tending to some curve CijzU . Furthermore, the components which tend to a certain CijzU
can be naturally projected onto CijzU , and this projection is an rij-sheeted covering (possibly
ramified at a finite set). Hence
χˇpCptqzUq ď
pηq
Nÿ
i“1
miÿ
j“1
rijχˇpCijzUq “
Nÿ
i“1
miÿ
j“1
rijpχˇpCijq ´ sijq
ď
pαq
2
Nÿ
i“1
mi ´
Nÿ
i“1
miÿ
j“1
sij
with an equality in η if and only if the covering is an unramified covering and equality in α if only
if all Cij are rational, and rij “ 1 as far as sij ą 2. Next we notice that sij ě 2 for any Cij , and
sij ě 3 for at least one of the components Cij if ∆i has an odd number of edges, or ∆i has an even
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number of edges, but not all pairs of opposite sides are parallel. Hence (in the notation of Lemma
2.2)
χˇpCptqzUq ď
pβq
´N3 ´
ÿ
jě2
pN2j`1 `N2j ´N 12jq (10)
with an equality only if, for each triangle ∆i, Ci is irreducible and satisfies sij “ 3; for each ∆i with
an odd ě 5 number of edges or with an even number of edges, but not all pairs of opposite sides
parallel, exactly one component Cij satisfies sij “ 3 and the others satisfy sij “ 2; and, finally,
sij “ 2 for all components Cij in the remaining polygons ∆i. Notice also that sij “ 2 means that
Cij is defined by a binomial. On the other hand,
χˇpCptqq “ 2´ 2gpCptqq “ 2´ 2p|Intp∆q X Z2| ´ n´ 1q “
Since the curve has n nodes and one cusp:
“ 2´ 2|Intp∆q X Z2| ` 2p|∆ X Z2| ´ 2´ rq “ 2|B∆ X Z2| ´ 2r ´ 2 ě
γ
And r is the dimension of the Severi variety of curves with n nodes, one cusp and Newton polygon
∆
ě
γ
2|B∆ X Z2| ´ 2 ¨ rkpSf q ´ 2 “ 2|B∆ X Z2| ´ 2 ¨ rkexppSf q ´ 2dpSf q ´ 2
with an equality only if rkpSf q “ rkexppSf q ` dpSf q “ r. Next, by (5) we have
χˇpCptqq ě 2|B∆ X Z2| ´ 2|V pSf q| ` 2` 2
Nÿ
i“1
p|V p∆iq| ´ 3q ´ 2dpSf q ´ 2
“ 2|B∆ X Z2| ´ 2|V pSf q| ` 2´ 2|V pSf q X B∆| ` 4|EpSf q| ´ 6N ´ 2dpSf q ´ 2,
where EpSf q denotes the set of edges of Sf . Since |V pSf q| ´ |EpSf q| ` N “ 1 (Euler’s formula),
and 2|EpSf q| “ 3N3 ` 4N4 ` 5N5 ` ... ` |V pSf q X B∆| (By counting the edges according to the
polygons they belong to), we finally obtain
χˇpCptqq ě 2p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ` |V pSf q X B∆| ´N3 `N5 ` 2N6 ` ...´ 2dpSf q ´ 2
“ 2p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ` |V pSf q X B∆| ´ 2dpSf q ´ 2`
ÿ
mě3
pm´ 4qNm .
Recalling (9) and (10), we obtain
An upper bound:
χˇpCptqq ď |B∆ X Z2| ´N3 ´
ÿ
jě2
pN2j`1 `N2j ´N 12jq (11)
A lower bound:
χˇpCptqq ě 2p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ` |V pSf q X B∆| ´ 2dpSf q ´ 2`
ÿ
mě3
pm´ 4qNm (12)
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We now calculate the difference between the upper and lower bounds:
0 ď pUBq ´ pLBq “ (13)
“ ´p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ´
ÿ
mě2
pp2m´ 3qN2m ´N 12mq ´
ÿ
mě2
p2m´ 2qN2m`1 ` 2dpSf q ` 2
(14)
By lemma 2.2 If the dual subdivision is nodal (comprises only triangles and parallelograms) then
2dpSf q “ 0 and we get
pUBq ´ pLBq “ 2´ p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ě 0
Otherwise, If an irregular polygon is present,
2dpSf q ď
ř
mě2pp2m´ 3qN2m ´N 12mq `
ř
mě2p2m´ 2qN2m`1 ´ 1 and we get:
pUBq ´ pLBq “ 1´ p|B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆|q ě 0
In the nodal limit case, equality of pUBq and pLBq means we are in the same situation as in
[15], and we summarize the resulting tropical limit: each integral point on B∆ is a vertex of Sf and
all the non-triangular ∆i are parallelograms.
Altogether the equality conditions for the upper and lower bounds to χˇpCptqq prove that the
tropical curve Af is nodal of rank r. Furthermore,
• for each triangle ∆i, the curve Ci is rational and meets TorpB∆iq at exactly three points,
where it is unibranch;
• for each parallelogram ∆i, the polynomial, definingCi, is of type x
kylpαxa ` βybqppγxc ` δydqq
with pa, bq “ pc, dq “ 1 and pa : bq ‰ pc : dq.
Later we will see that for families with n nodes and one cusp, tropical limits with two or more
irregular polygons are impossible, and in fact, the only possible irregular polygon is a quadrilateral.
The difference between the upper bound and lower bound is 2, hence there can be total jump of at
most 2 in the chain of inequalities.
By [15, Lemma 3.12] nodal tropical limits with rational curves in the triangles lift by patch-
working to a family of nodal curves, since our family is cuspidal, the only places where we should
look for jumps are those who determine the shape of the tropical limit or the properties of the limit
curves. These are the inequalities previously marked as pαq and pβq
Lemma 2.4. For any lattice triangle ∆1 Ă R2, there exists a polynomial with Newton polygon ∆1
and prescribed coefficients at the vertices of ∆1, which defines a rational curve C Ă Torp∆1q, meeting
TorpB∆1q at exactly three points, where it is unibranch. Furthermore, the curves defined by these
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polynomials are nodal, and nonsingular at the intersection with TorpB∆1q. Moreover, the number
of such polynomials is finite and equal to |∆1|. An additional fixation of one or two intersection
points of C with TorpB∆1q divides the number of polynomials under consideration by the product of
the length2 of the corresponding edges of ∆1.
Proof. See [15, Lemma 3.5]
Lemma 2.5. Given integers a, b, c, d such that pa, bq “ pc, dq “ 1, pa : bq ‰ pc : dq, and any non-
zero α, β, γ, δ, the curve pαxa`βybqpγxc` δydq “ 0 has |∆1XZ2|´3 nodes as its only singularities
in pC‹q2, where ∆1 is the lattice parallelogram built on the vectors pa,´bq, pc,´dq.
Proof. Straightforward.
A few words about terminology. What we do is to consider a flat family of curves parameterized
by a disc ∆, such that the fibers over points y P ∆‹ in the punctured disc are all ’alike’ - the singular
points vary in continuous families and are locally topologically equivalent, but the fiber over 0 P ∆
can be different, and will be referred to as the special fiber. When we refer to going from the generic
fiber to the special fiber over 0 we call this the degeneration of the family. When we refer to going
from the special fiber over 0 to the generic fiber we call this the deformation.
A general principle is that in equisingular families, singularities become more complicated in
the deformation. This loose generality can be formalized as the semicontinuity of many invariants
of the singularity:
Claim 2.2. The Milnor number µ, the delta invariant δ, kappa invariant κ and local intersection
multiplicity of branches are all semicontinuous.
Proof. For µ see [9, Theorem 2.6, p. 114], for δ see [9, Theorem 2.54, p. 347]
Therefore, since we have a cusp in the family, we must attain a cusp of some more complicated
singularity in the limit curves. we will refer it at ”The Singularity”. The singularity may appear
in the open torus pC‹q2 of one of the polygons ∆i or on the intersection of two limit surfaces, e.g.
on the Torpσq for a corresponding internal edge σ in the intersection of two polygons. In the latter
case, since there is more than one branch at the singularity, each branch may not be ’complicated
enough’. Thus, we can gain further information by examining the refinement of this singular point
on this edge, and in the refinement we will get a singular point (”at least a cusp”) lying in the open
torus of a toric surface (usually a triangle).
2We define the length |σ| of a segment σ with integral endpoints as |σ X Z2| ´ 1.
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2.3 Hypersurfaces in Toric Varieties
We now cite an important property of hypersurfaces in toric varieties, from [11, pp:24]:
A hypersurface in Torp∆q, which does not contain the boundary divisors, is uniquely determined
by its intersection with the torus pC‹qn, and that intersection can be defined by an equation
fpzq :“
ÿ
iP∆XZn
aiz
i “ 0, (15)
containing at least two monomials. We restore the original hypersurface by taking the closure
tf “ 0u X pC‹qn Ă Torp∆q in the toric variety Torp∆q. We can, if necessary, replace ∆ by N ¨ ∆
with N P N since Torp∆q » TorpN ¨ ∆q. Consider an algebraic hypersurface defined in pC‹qn
by equation (15). The closure tf “ 0u X pC‹qn Ă Torp∆q is an algebraic hypersurface in the toric
variety Torp∆q. The intersection of this hypersurface with the subvarieties Torpσq, σ being a proper
face of ∆, can be described in the following way:
tf “ 0u X Torpσq “ tfσ “ 0u,
where fσ “ řiPσXZn ai ¨ zi is the truncation of f to σ. More generally, let ∆1 Ă ∆ be the Newton
polytope of f. To recover the intersection tf “ 0u X Torpσq, we cannot just take the restriction
of f to a face σ, since maybe no integer point of this face corresponds to a monomial of f , i.e.
σ X ∆1 “ H. Instead, assuming for simplicity that σ Ă ∆ is a facet (face of codimension 1), we
take the exterior normal vector v P Zn of σ and then choose the face σ1 Ă ∆1 where the functional
pRn Q uÐ u ¨ vq|∆1
attains its maximum. Then we get
tf “ 0u X Torpσq “ tfσ1 “ 0u.
An important corollary is that we can determine which boundary divisors a hypersurface inter-
sects just by examining the Newton polytope of it’s defining equation in pC‹qn
Recall the definition of a geometric genus of reduced projective curve to be the arithmetic genus
of the normalization. We cite a useful lemma by Harris and Diaz: [4, Lemma 2.4]
Lemma 2.6. Let
X
π

  // Pm ˆ Y
Y
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Be a flat family of projective curves with all fibers reduced. Also assume that X and Y are complex
varieties. Define the function φπ on Y by letting φπpyq be the geometric genus of the fiber π´1pyq.
Then Φπ is lower semi-continuous in the Zariski topology.
In other words, the lemma states the lower semi-continuity of geometric genus in flat family.
Tropicalization is a limit of a flat family, and thus by the stable reduction theorem ([2, Chapter X,
section 4], if we start with a family of rational curves, the limit curve must be rational as well.
2.4 Coarse Classification of Possible Tropical Limits
We now deal with the possible polygons in the tropical limit. We will use dimension counting to
show that there can be only two options: either a nodal limit (triangles and parallelograms) or a
single exceptional polygon which is a quadrilateral.
Lemma 2.7. In the tropicalization of 1-cuspidal rational curves, the cusp cannot tend to a limit
point lying on the common boundary of two polygons meeting only a single branch in each surface,
i.e let σ be an edge common to two polygons in the subdivision: ∆1 and ∆2, such that p P Torpσq
is met by a single branch both in Torp∆2q and in Torp∆1q, then the point p cannot bear a cusp.
Proof. In order to get more information about the points in the family which degenerate to a point
on the intersection of two limit surfaces, a procedure called ’refinement’ is introduced. In essence,
this is a non-toric change of coordinates, resulting in a new limit for the family, describing local
information around the limit point. Here, we use a modified version:
Locally the family can be thought as subset of pC‹q3 ” pC‹q2ˆC‹ with coordinates px, yq, t, For
each t we get a curve in the torus. Suppose that p does bear a cusp and consider the x-coordinate
of the cusp xcptq. Instead of the coordinate change X :“ X ´ ξ where ξ is the local coordinate of
the intersection of the curve with the toric divisor, we consider X :“ X´xcptq “ X´ξ´pxcptq´ξq
Since pxcptq ´ ξq “ optq, i.e, contains only positive powers of t grater than 1, it does not affect the
shape of the resulting Newton polygon, but now the singularity in the limit is on the y-axis. There is
no further subdivision, since the only points for such subdivision are on the segment rp0, 0q, p0,mqs
(Except p0,m ´ 1q), which will result in a cycle (handle) around the subdivision point. This must
lift to a cycle in the deformation and thus a contradiction. Hence we end up with a rational curve
on the surface corresponding to a triangle, which two of it’s sides admit a single branch each, and
the toric divisor corresponding to the third side, meets a singular branch. such a curve cannot
exist, by Proposition 1.6
Lemma 2.8. The subdivision in the tropical limit of a family of rational curves with one cusp and
n nodes, is either a nodal limit or contains a single exceptional polygon which is a quadrilateral
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Proof. Let Σ∆ :“ Σ∆pnA1, 1A2q be the Severi variety of curves with n nodes and one cusp inside
the linear system ΛKp∆q of curves with Newton polygon ∆ on the surface Torp∆q. Similarly, let
Σ∆pnA1q be the Severi variety of n-nodal curves in ΛKp∆q.
It is well known that dimpΣ∆pnA1qq “ |∆ X Z2| ´ 1 ´ n. Since it can be defined by 3n inde-
pendent equations in pKq|∆XZ2|´1 ˆ pKq2n, for details see [10, Theorem 1.49a pp. 30]. Similarly,
dimpΣ∆pnA1, 1A2qq “ |∆ X Z2| ´ 1´ n´ 2 because defining the cusp requires one more equation:
having the determinant of the hessian equal to zero at the point of cusp. For brevity we will write
Σ∆ when we refer to Σ∆pnA1, 1A2q
For a curve C and it’s tropicalization Ctrop we have that rkpCtropq ě rkpCq, meaning, the dimension
of space of tropical deformation is greater or equal that of algebraic curve deformations (see claim
2.1). Now, assume that in the tropical limit we have s exceptional polygons Ă∆1, . . . ,Ă∆s, Denote by
p the number of parallelograms in S, the dual subdivision for Ctrop. From 2.2 we have
rkpCtropq “ rkpSq “ |V pSq|´1´
Nÿ
i“1
p|V p∆iq|´3q`dpSq “ |V pSq|´1´p`
sÿ
i“1
p|V pĂ∆iq|´3q`dpSq
Again by Lemma 2.2 we have dpSq ď řsi“1p |V pĂ∆iq|´32 q ` 12 , Thus:
rkpCtropq ě |V pSq| ´ p´
sÿ
i“1
p |V p
Ă∆iq| ´ 3
2
q ´ 1
2
Recall that rkpCq “ |∆XZ2| ´ 1´ n´ 2, hence by estimating the number of nodes from below we
get an upper bound for rkpCq:
First we analyze what is obtained in the tropical limit. Assuming there is an irregular polygon,
the total possible jump is 1. Thus, except for at most one component C˜ “ Ci1j1 , which we analyze
later, in every polygon ∆i all the irreducible components Cij meet either two or three boundary
divisors (sij “ 2, 3). If Cij meets two boundary divisors, it is given by en equation with Newton
polygon a line segment. It cannot meet a boundary divisor T “ Torpσq with two branches, as
this exceeds the 1 jump allowed, as follows: 1 jump is obtained since now sij increases to 3 over
the default 2, and this also forces another jump, either in K if σ is not an internal edge of the
subdivision, or in inequality pξq if σ is common to two polygons and met by a single branch from the
second polygon. thus gaining a total jump of 2 which exceeds the 1 allowed. Moreover, σ cannot
be met by more than one branch from the surface on the other side of σ as this would force an
increase of the genus in the deformation. thus sij “ 2 and Cij is a smooth curve (see for reference
the case of limit curves in a parallelogram). If Cij meets 3 boundary divisors then sij “ 3 (from
the same reasoning as before it cannot meet a boundary divisor in two branches) and thus it is
determined by rational curve in a triangle and is a smooth curve (as we have seen in the analysis
for such curves in a triangle).
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The exceptional component C˜ “ Ci1j1 , can meet the boundary in at most 4 branches as the
jumpď 1 and must meet 4 different boundary divisors from the same reasoning as before, thus it
is given by an equation having a quadrilateral as it’s Newton polygon.
Now, consider the cusp in the family, it must degenerate to some point in the limit. this point
must be singular, and cannot lie on a boundary divisor (either by Lemma 2.7 for a common edge,
or by increase in K for an edge in ∆) and thus must be a point in C˜ X pC‹q2. The analysis of
such curves in a quadrilateral show that they cannot have more than one singular branch. Thus
we conclude that all boundary divisors in the subdivision are met by smooth branches.
Since all curves in all polygons are rational, in the deformation, each polygon ∆i contributes
δ “ |Intp∆iq X Z2| nodes, as evident by toric degree-genus formula. Note that a cusp appears in
the family in the deformation, and thus we subtract 1 from the global count (since δpcuspq “ 1).
For the parallelograms we can get a sharper count: since we know the curve there is defined by a
product of binomials, we get that it contributes Areap∆q nodes, which will conveniently be written
as |∆XZ2| ´ |I1 XZ2| ´ |I2XZ2| ` 1 where I1,I2 are two non parallel edges. (That this equals the
area, can be seen as follows: tile ∆ with lattice parallelograms of unit area, and count their top
right vertices).
As we have previously seen when considered refinement, another source for nodes are the points on
the intersection of the surfaces in the tropical limit, corresponding to the edges. By [15, Lemma
3.9] each edge Ii contributes at most Integer LengthpIiq “ |IntpIiq X Z2| nodes (see Lemma 2.3) .
Summing up we get:
rkpCq ě|∆ X Z2| ´ 3´
ÿ
∆ not a parallelogram
#edgesp∆iqě4
p|Intp∆iq X Z2|q ´
ÿ
∆ is a parallelogram
p|Intp∆iq X Z2| ` 1q
´
ÿ
all edges Ii
p|IntpIiq X Z2|q ` 1 “
“ V pSq ´#Parallelograms ´ 3` 1
Now, because rkpCtropq ě rkpCq it follows that
řs
i“1p |V p
Ă∆iq|´3
2
q` 1
2
ď 2, and thus, it is only possible
to have a single exceptional polygon which is a quadrilateral.
2.5 Tropical limits of a family of 1-cuspidal curves and the limit curves
Denote by α the jump at the inequality (α). We will describe only the special curves inside the
polygons, with the understanding that the rest of the components Cij have sij “ 2 and χij “ 2 (as a
matter of fact, as consequence of intersection theory for hypersurface in toric varieties, components
such that sij “ 2 are impossible unless ∆ij has a pair of parallel edges)
1. α “ 1:
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(a) A polygon ∆i with curve Cij such that rij “ 2, χij “ 2, Sij “ 3
2. α “ 2:
(a) A polygon ∆i with curve Cij such that rij “ 1, , χij “ 0, Sij “ 3
(b) A polygon ∆i with curve Cij such that rij “ 2, χij “ 2, Sij “ 4
(c) Two polygons or a single polygon with two curves such as described by α “ 1
Proof. Consider the inequality:
Nÿ
i“1
miÿ
j“1
rijpχˇpCijq ´ sijq ď
Nÿ
i“1
miÿ
j“1
p2´ sijq
And for given i, j we let αi,j “ p2´ sijq ´ rijpχˇpCijq ´ sijq. Note that if sij “ 2 then Cij is defined
by a monomial and thus it is rational, χˇpCijq “ 2 and αi,j “ 0. Since sij ě 2 and χˇpCijq ď 2 we
have 2 ě αi,j ě p2 ´ sijq ´ rijp2 ´ sijq “ p1 ´ rijqp2 ´ sijq. Let sij ą 2, then rij ď 2 and now we
check case by case. Assume αi,j “ 1. If rij “ 1, then 1 “ p2 ´ sijq ´ pχˇpCijq ´ sijq “ 2 ´ χˇpCij
but the right hand side is odd and the left hand side is even and thus a contradiction. If rij “ 2,
then 1 “ p2´ sijq ´ 2pχˇpCijq ´ sijq “ 2` sij ´ χˇpCijq and the only solution is sij “ 3, χˇpCijq “ 2
Now Assume αi,j “ 1. If rij “ 1, then 2 “ 2 ´ χˇpCijq, thus χˇpCijq “ 0. If rij “ 2, then
2 “ p2 ´ sijq ´ 2pχˇpCijq ´ sijq “ 2 ` sij ´ χˇpCijq, so sij ´ χˇpCijq “ 0 and since χˇpCijq takes only
even values smaller or equal to 2, the only solution is sij “ 4, χˇpCijq “ 2.
We now analyze which of these limits are possible.
We begin with (2b). sij “ 4 will give another jump at pβq inequality, which is more than 2.
We will analyze next (1a). ∆i cannot be a parallelogram, otherwise at least one of the branches
would have to intersect boundary divisor at the vertices.
If ∆i is a quadrilateral, the total jump allowed is 1. but, to have all boundary divisors meet
the curve, we must have another component Cij2 , such component meets at least two boundary
divisors, by pigeonhole principle, one of the boundary divisors meets two branches. this divisor must
correspond to an internal edge in the subdivision, because it intersects the curve at multiplicity at
least 2. On the other polygon adjacent to that edge we have a single branch, thus by Remark 2 we
have another jump, which is too much.
Thus, ∆i Must be a triangle, and the curve Ci is nodal, otherwise we obtain a contradiction
by considering Proposition 1.6 with the reduced curve underlying Ci. Now, in the notation of 2.2,
we discard small balls around the points on the boundary divisors, and Denote by U the resulting
open set in the threefold Y Inside U , Cptq is a double cover of C0 “ Ci. Ci is rational, and meets
3 boundary divisors, thus Ci X U is homeomorphic to a 3-punctured sphere, χpCi X Uq “ ´1 By
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the well known Riemann-Hurwitz formula for a d-fold ramified cover χpCptqXUq “ d ¨χpCiXUq´ř
PPCiXU
peP ´ 1q where eP is the ramification index of point P . In our case we get:
χpCptq X Uq “ ´2´#rRamification Pointss ă ´1
Thus, one of the punctures in Ci X U is covered by two punctures. If this happens on a boundary
divisor corresponding to an internal edge of the subdivision, then we are in the case of Remark 3,
but moreover, not only we get a jump, we see that we have created a nontrivial cycle (a handle),
since we have to attach a piece of ”pair of pants” to our punctured sphere, creating the cycle
between those pieces. (See Figure 2) This is in contradiction to the assumption that the family was
Figure 2: When attaching a pair of pants to a sphere, a nontrivial cycle is created (dotted)
of rational curves. So we deduce this puncture must sit on a divisor corresponding to an edge on
the boundary of the subdivision, the intersection multiplicity with this edge is at least 2, so we get
K=1, thus exists an internal vertex on this edge, which gives us another jump of value 1.
Now, consider the cusp in the family, if it tends to a point in U or on a boundary divisor which
corresponds to an external edge of the subdivision (the covering map extends to there as well), we
must have ramification, because Cptq are singular at the cusp, but C0 is an immersed smooth curve
(nodal) and a non ramified covering map is locally diffeomorphism. The ramification gives another
jump in inequality pηq. thus, a total jump of 3 and a contradiction. On the other hand, if the cusp
tends to a point on a boundary divisor for an internal edge, this is a contradiction to Lemma 2.7
We are thus left with 2a, Which is impossible in the setting of rational curves, but is a ma-
jor obstacle to generalization to higher genus, due to the need to enumerate elliptic curves on a
toric surface. In the rational setting we use the existence of a rational parametrization, perhaps
parameterizing by elliptic functions could help.
We conclude that none of these cases are possible tropical limits in our setting.
As for β, at all cases below χij “ 0 and rij “ 1, as for the branches on B∆:
1. β “ 1:
(a) If ∆i is a Triangle or a Quadrilateral:
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i. a curve Cij such that Sij “ 4.
ii. two curves Cij1 , Cij2 such that Sij1 “ 3, Sij2 “ 3.
(b) If ∆i is a Parallelogram:
i. a curve Cij such that Sij “ 3.
2. β “ 2:
(a) If ∆i is a Triangle:
i. a curve Cij such that Sij “ 5.
ii. two curves Cij1 , Cij2 such that Sij1 “ 4, Sij2 “ 3.
iii. three curves Cij1 , Cij2 , Cij3 such that Sij1 “ 3, Sij2 “ 3, Sij3 “ 3.
(b) If ∆i is a Parallelogram:
i. a curve Cij such that Sij “ 4.
ii. two curves Cij1 , Cij2 such that Sij1 “ 3, Sij2 “ 3.
Proof. By inequality
řN
i“1
řmi
j“1p2´ sijq ď ´N3 ´
ř
jě2pN2j`1 `N2j ´N 12jq, and the fact that for
parallelograms sij ě 2 for all j and for triangles and quadrilaterals si1 ě 3 and sij ě 2 for j ě 2, we
deduce that each increase in one of these values gives rise to a jump of 1 in the inequality (β)
Remark 3. Consider an edge σ P ∆i X∆j common to two polygons ∆i and ∆j, Denote by ρi the
total number of branches meeting Torpσq in Torp∆iq and ρj the corresponding number for Torp∆jq.
If ρi ď ρj then in (9), we have a jump of at least 1 (more precisely, in inequality pζq ).
Proof. This follows directly from Remark 2
Proposition 2.1. Let C be a curve over Krx, ys, if C is rational as a curve over K then for each
t in some neighborhood of 0, Cptq is a rational curve as a curve defined over C
Proof. The condition to be of genus 0 can be formulated in terms of equations with algebraic
numbers as coefficients. Since both fields K and C are of characteristic 0 and contain the algebraic
numbers, the result follows.
Now we start ruling out options.
We will use two important facts: In the toric surface corresponding to a triangle, a rational
curve meeting each boundary divisor in one branch is nodal. (Lemma 2.4) In a refinement of the
intersection of two smooth branches, we get a triangle, and a rational curve on the corresponding
surface which is nodal. [15, Lemmas 3.9 and 3.10]
We will start first with topological considerations, We will see that many options require a
jump on inequality (9), by gluing of branches. A point of terminology, we will refer to the actual
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difference between the upper bound and the lower bound we calculated, as the ”total jump”. We
Denote by K :“ |B∆ X Z2| ´ |V pSf q X B∆| the number of integer points on the boundary of the
Newton polygon ∆ which are not subdivision vertices.
We start withe 1(a)ii: If ∆i is a triangle: By the theory of intersection between boundary
divisors and hypersurfaces in projective toric varieties, we deduce that both Cij1 and Cij2 have a
triangle as Newton polygon, hence each edge meets exactly two branches. If K “ 0 then all edges
of ∆i are internal edges of the subdivision, and since the total jump is at most 2, two edges of ∆i
are common to a regular polygon (as in the case of limit of nodal curves). In particular, on the
other side of each such edge there is a single branch. thus by Remark 3, we have two jumps of 1
in inequality pζq amounting in a total of 3, which is more than 2. hence contradiction. If K “ 1
then the total jump is 1. then the remaining two internal edges meet regular polygons, again giving
two jumps of 1 in pζq which amounts to 2 which is a contradiction. As for the case where ∆i is
a quadrilateral, the total jump is 1, because β “ 1 already, we deduce K “ 0 and all edges are
internal to the subdivision. at least in one edge there is the same configuration of multiple branches
meeting a single branch on the other side, which gives another jump and a contradiction.
1(b)i and 2(b)ii, Are not possible by the theory of curves in toric surfaces. in such case Cij must
intersect the boundary divisors in the points which correspond to the vertices of the parallelogram,
instead of in the ’interior’ (the 1-dimensional open torus embedded in each boundary divisor).
2(a)i, 2(a)ii, 2(a)iii Are all impossible: since β “ 2, K “ 0 the edge with more than one branch
must be internal, and all neighboring polygons are regular, thus we get another jump in pζq and a
contradiction.
In the case of 2(b)i we claim that either there is a singular branch for the curve Cij on Torp∆q
or that in the refinement of one of the points on the boundary divisors we encounter a singular
branch in the refinement curve. otherwise, by patchworking theorem this should lift to a nodal
family, which contradicts the fact that we have a cusp in the family. Both cases are impossible:
by Corollary 1.1, it is impossible for a parallelogram to admit a curve with a singular branch, and
the refinements of an intersection of two smooth branches (each from a different surface) does not
admit a curve with singular branches, by (Proposition 1.6) (the picture is that of a triangle with
two divisors met by a single smooth branch, each).
We now turn attention to 1(a)i. we claim that Since sij “ 4 and ∆i is a triangle, one boundary
divisor meets two branches. Denote by p0 P Cij point the intersection of these two branches. We
claim that p0 must be a node, as well as all points of the curve in the open torus: Cij X pC‹q2 Ă
Torp∆q This follows from proposition 1.6. p0 Cannot lie on a divisor which corresponds to an
internal edge of the subdivision. assuming it is, we look at the polygon on the other side, it is either
a regular polygon or another triangle such that sij “ 4 In either case, in the deformation, locally we
must glue a two-punctured sphere to a either a one-punctured sphere or a two-punctured sphere,
by gluing a ’pair of pants’ or ’two tubes’, either one causes an increase in genus, in contradiction
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to the fact that the family was rational. Moreover, the cusp in the family cannot tend to p0 since
a cusp cannot degenerate into a node, which is simpler. Thus, the cusp degenerates into a point
on one of the other boundary divisors, which correspond to internal edges. If on the other side the
branch is met by two branches, again we get a contradiction to the genus. otherwise, we examine
the refinement and get a contradiction by Lemma 2.7 We also claim that the two other boundary
divisors that are met by a single branch, are met by a smooth branch. Let p1 be such a point. if
the divisor p1 meets corresponds to an edge on the boundary of the subdivision, b We first claim
that the curve Cij must be nodal.
We thus have proven:
Theorem 2.2. In the limit of a rational 1-cuspidal family, the tropical limit consists of triangles and
parallelograms with curves as described in Lemma 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 plus an additional polygon:
a quadrilateral with a rational curve meeting the boundary divisors in four branches.
Note that we can further describe the curve in the quadrilateral: In the resulting tropical limit
all boundary divisors are met by a single branch from either side, and since the cusp cannot tend
to a boundary divisor (By Lemma 2.7), it must tend to the open torus pC‹q2 in the corresponding
toric surface, giving rise to a singular branch there.
By Claim 1.1, the quadrilateral cannot have a pair of parallel edges.
Moreover in the next part we will show that the curve must have a single singular branch and
it is indeed a cusp.
2.6 The limit curve in a quadrilateral
We want to enumerate the 1-cuspidal curves in a quadrilateral, intersecting each boundary divisor
in a single branch, fixing the intersection points on two of the boundary divisors. We start with the
case of fixing the intersection points on adjacent edges, and thus we know the coefficients at three
consecutive vertices up to multiplication by a constant. in fact we know more, since we know there
must be only a single branch intersecting the divisor, we know the restriction of the polynomial
defining the curve, to the monomials corresponding to those edges.
Theorem 2.3. Given a quadrilateral ∆ having mo pair of parallel opposite edges, The number of
rational curves having nodes and 1 cusp in the open torus inside Torp∆q such that each boundary
divisor is met by a single branch, With a given intersection point on two edges σ1, σ2 P ∆ is:
AreapΓq
ℓ1ℓ2
(16)
Where, Γ is the parallelogram spanned by the two vectors corresponding to the edges, and ℓi is the
integer length of σi
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Figure 3: Example of translations and shears putting the quadrilateral in desired position
WLOG, after applying AffinepZ2q transformation (as depicted in Figure 3 - we straighten one
edge with Euclidean GCD algorithm, then apply a series of translations and shears) we can assume
the quadrilateral is in the following position p0,mq, pp, qq, pp`r, 0q, pp`r`s, 0q where 0 ă p, q ă m
and r, s ą 0, and that the two edges given are rp0,mq, p, qs and rpp, qq, pp ` r, 0qs.
Let C¯ “ ClpC X pC‹q2q where the closure is taken inside P2 under an identification of the torus
P2 Ă pC‹q2 Ă Torp∆q since C¯ is rational we parameterize it, denote the parameter by t, WLOG we
can assume that intersection with rp0,mq, p, qs is at t “ 1, with rpp, qq, pp ` r, 0qs is at t “ 0, and
with rp0,mq, pp ` r ` s, 0qs at t “ 8. denote also the intersection with rpp ` r, 0q, pp ` r ` s, 0qs to
be at t “ ξ and the singular point at t “ η, As also indicated figure 4.
Up to homogeneity and linear change of variables (x :“ ax` by y :“ cx` dy) we can assume
that the coefficients of ym, xpyq, xp`r are all 1.
From intersections with the coordinate axes we deduce the parametrization of the curve, in
coordinates is:
X “ αpt´ 1qm´qtq (17)
Y “ βpt´ 1qptrpr ´ ξqs (18)
Z “ 1 (19)
At (0,0) The orders of intersection are determined by decomposing the lower convex envelope of
the Newton polygon as Minkowsky sum of two segments.
First and foremost - note that η ‰ ξ, 0, 1,8. To see that, assume the contrary:
We are at the case of Quadrilateral so the total jump is 1, thus K “ 0 (All integer points on
external edges are vertices of the subdivision), and therefore the singularity at t “ η “ ξ lies on an
edge common to another polygon, (as it is not a transversal intersection). This polygon contains a
smooth curve. An impossible situation according to lemma 2.7.
We want to find the value of η. as it is a singular branch, we must have then BXBt pηq “ BYBt pηq “ 0.
BX
Bt ptq “ αpt´ 1qm´q´1tq´1 ppm´ qqt` qpt´ 1qq
but η ‰ 1, 0, thus it follows that pm´ qqη ` qpη ´ 1q “ 0 which implies η “ q
m
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(0,m)
(p,q)
(p+r,0) (p+r+s,0)
t “ 0
t “ 1
t “ 8
t “ η
t “ ξ
r
r
r
r
r
Figure 4: The quadrilateral, the branches of the curve, and values of the parametrization
BY
Bt ptq “ βpt´ 1qp´1tr´1pt´ ξqs´1 pptpt´ ξq ` rpt´ 1qpt´ ξq ` spt´ 1qtq but η ‰ ξ, 0, 1,
and thus we deduce: ξ “ pp`r`sqη2´pr`sqηpp`rqη´r
Now, by restricting to edges of and using toric intersection theory (Which let’s us know how
the curve intersects each boundary divisor) we deduce equations in the following way: We restrict
the equation for C to a boundary segment, and since we obtained a parametrization, the terms
of lowest order in t ´ 1 or t must vanish, accordingly. For segment rp0,mq, pp, qqs, t Ñ 1 we
obtain: yq
´
y
m´q
d1 ` ǫ1x
p
d1
¯d1 “ 0 where d1 “ gcdpp,m ´ qq and ǫd11 “ 1 thus, after substitution of
parametrization we deduce that: pp1 ´ ξqsβq
m´q
d1 ` ǫ1α
p
d1 q “ 0
For segment rpp, qq, pp ` r, 0qs we obtain: xp
´
y
q
d2 ` ǫ2x
r
d2
¯d2 “ 0 where d2 “ gcdpq, rq and
ǫd22 “ 1. thus:
pp´1qp`sξβq
q
d2 `ǫ2pp´1qm´qαq
r
d2 q “ 0 And since η and ξ are completely determined by the Newton
polygon, we have two equations α and β of the following form:
Aαa ` ǫ1Bβb “ 0
Cαc ` ǫ2Dβd “ 0
ǫd11 “ 1
ǫd22 “ 1
A, ..,D constants, a “ p
d1
, b “ m´q
d1
, c “ r
d2
, d “ q
d2
Each solution pα0, β0q determines ǫ1 and ǫ2. We
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have and ac´ bd solutions for α and β : ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pd1 m´qd1r
d2
q
d2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ (20)
If the intersection point with the boundary wasn’t fixed, We would have d1d2 solutions for ǫ1
and ǫ2,
d1d2 ¨
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ pd1 m´qd1r
d2
q
d2
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p m´ qr q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ p q ´mr ´q
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ “ (21)
“ AreapParallelogramrp0,mq, pp, qq, pp ` r, 0q, pr,m ´ qqsq (22)
Now we turn to the case of a fixed intersection with a pair of non adjacent edges. again, using
AffinepZ2q transformations we can reduce to the following case, The polygon is p0,mq, pp, qq, pp `
r, 0q, pp`r`s, 0q where 0 ă p, q ă m and r, s ą 0, as before, and the two edges given are rp0,mq, p, qs
and rpp` r, 0q, pp` r` s, 0qs. Thus we are given the ratio of the coefficients of ym and xpyq , so we
denote them by t and Bt for a given B and an unknown t. And the coefficients of xp`r and xp`r`s
are l and lD for given D and unknown l.
First by homogeneity, we divide by t getting coefficients: 1, B, l
t
, l
t
D listed counterclockwise from
ym. Denoting ω “ l
t
‰ 0. we derive equations from the restrictions to edges, as before:
From the segment rp0,mq, pp, qqs, tÑ 1 we obtain: pp1 ´ ξqsβq
m´q
d1 ` d1?Bα
p
d1 q “ 0 Where d1?B is
one of the d1-th roots of B determined by the point of intersection with Torprp0,mq, pp, qqsq.
From the segment rpp`r, 0q, pp`r`s, 0qs, tÑ ξ we obtain: ξα` s?D “ 0 Where s?D is a s-th roof
of D determined by the intersection point with Torprpp`r, 0q, pp`r`s, 0qsq. Again we have a set of
binomial equations for α and β which has 1
s¨d1
AreapParallelogramrp0,mq, pp, qq, pp` s, qq, ps,mqsq
solutions. i.e. the area of the parallelogram given by the two edges, divided by the integer lengths
of the edges.
We have to verify one more thing - how many values possible for ω “ l
t
?
From the edge rpp, qq, pp`r, 0qs, tÑ 0 we get the equation: d2?Bpp´1qp`sξβq
q
d2` d2?ωpp´1qm´qαq rd2 q “
0 Beside d2
?
ω all other terms are knows, so ω, which is the ratio between l and t is uniquely deter-
mined.
We now show that each solution we found is indeed a 1-cuspidal curve, with possible nodes. The
strategy is to compare the dimension of the equisingular deformations of the solutions we found, to
the dimension of such deformations of curves with more complicated singularities. In our calculation
we assumed WLOG that the coefficient at three vertices is 1. we can deform these coefficients to
obtain an equisingular deformation of the solution curve. These coefficients are determined up to
homogeneous multiplication, thus the deformation space of the solutions is 2-dimensional. in fact,
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as the coefficient multiply the parameterizations of C (i.e. it is of the form x “ αP ptq, y “ βQptq
for polynomials P,Q) the deformation is equisingular.
We will show that if there exists more than one singular branch, or a more complicated singu-
larity, the dimension drops below 2. Denote by Σ “ Torp∆q, the toric surface. our rational curve
C can be thought as a mapping P1
νÝÑ Σ. Consider, N , the normal sheaf on P1 defined by the exact
sequence of sheaves: 0 Ñ TP1 Ñ ν‹TΣ Ñ N Ñ 0 We denote by TDef the space of deformations
such that the tangency conditions at the boundary divisors are maintained. Let ℓi be the edges of
B∆, of integer length |ℓi|, then C intersects σi “ Torpℓiq with multiplicity |ℓi| in one point
It is known dimTDef ď h0
´
NäNtors
p´řp|ℓi| ´ 1qq¯ (See details in [10, Section ”Dimension
Counts For Plane Curves” p.115]) The points z1, ..., zk where ν fails to be immersion are isolated,
hence:
deg
´
NäNtors
¯
ď degpc1pN qq ´
ÿ
pordpziq ´ 1q
By additivity of first Chern class
c1pN q “ c1pν‹TΣq ´ c1pTP1q
hence:
deg c1pN q “ deg c1pν‹TΣq ´ deg c1pTP1q “ ´KΣC ´ 2
Recall from toric geometry that ´KΣ “
ř
ℓi, Thus,
deg
´
NäNtors
¯
“
ÿ
p|ℓi|q ´ 2´
ÿ
pordpziq ´ 1q
Now Recall that on P1 every bundle L is of the form OP1pdegpLqq, note that the correspondence is
given by the degree function. Hence we have:
h0
´
NäNtors
p´
ÿ
p|ℓi| ´ 1qq
¯
“ h0
´
OP1p
ÿ
p|ℓi|q ´ 2´
ÿ
pordpziq ´ 1q ´
ÿ
p|ℓi| ´ 1qq
¯
“
“ ´2´
ÿ
pordpziq ´ 1q ` 4` 1 “ 3´
ÿ
pordpziq ´ 1q
(The 4 term is because we have 4 boundary divisors) The last formula is to be understood as is
when 3 ´ řpordpziq ´ 1q ě 0 and h0 is to be taken as equal to 0 otherwise. Now, if for some i,
ordpziq ě 3 or exist some i1 ‰ i2 such that ordpzi1q ě 2, ordpzi2q ě 2, we get that the dimension of
the deformation space is strictly less than 2. which leads to a contradiction. thus we have shown
Corollary 2.1. There exists exactly one singular point z. Moreover, ordpzq “ 2 and a single branch
of C passes through z. thus, z is analytically equivalent to a singularity of the form x2` yk “ 0 for
k ą“ 3
Proof. See [16, pp. 26].
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our goal now is to show that z is a cusp, i.e. k must equal 3.
We will estimate the dimension of equisingular deformations, by estimating from above the
dimension of the Zariski tangent space for the space of equisingular deformation satisfying given
tangency conditions. First, we consider local equisingular deformations at a given singular point,
when dealing with ADE singularities, as we have here, this space is given by the Tjurina ideal, thus
IespC, ziq “ă fx, fy, f ąĂ OΣ,zi , This ideal corresponds to a zero-dimensional scheme concentrated
in the point zi that we denote by X
espC, ziq, We consider the following zero-dimensional scheme
Xes “ XespC, z1q Y XespC, z1q Y . . . Y XespC, znq, and with the corresponding structure sheaf
OXes “
À
zPSingpCq
OΣ,zäIespC, zq. It’s ideal sheaf JXes{C defined as the kernel of the restriction
map, by 0 ÝÑ JXes{C ÝÑ OC ÝÑ OX ÝÑ 0 We will be interested in deformations keeping
tangency conditions, this introduces some twisting to the sheaves involved in the calculation, as we
have seen before, but might be understood better using the language of zero-dimensional schemes.
Let E “ Torpσq be a boundary divisor and let wσ P C X E the tangency point, we consider the
ideal of all local deformations (in the analytic local ring OΣ,wσ) such that the order of tangency to
E is fixed (i.e. the intersection number with E is fixed). we denote it by ItgtpC,wσq. In coordinates
this can be described as follows, let x, y local coordinates such that p0, 0q corresponds to the point
wσ and the x-axis, given by y “ 0, is the tangent line to E, then ItgtpC,wσq “ă y, xℓ´1 ą, ℓ
being the integer length of σ. because when we take a local equation f and restrict to y “ 0 we
expect the least power of x to be greater than ℓ ´ 1. Again, to globalize this notion we consider
the zero-dimensional scheme: XtgtpC,wσq given by the ideal in the local ring described above, and
denote by Xtgt “ ŤσP∆XtgtpC,wσ the union over all tangency points. Similarly, let OXtgt and
JXtgt{C the corresponding structure sheaf and ideal sheaf.
We are looking for the Zariski tangent space of equisingular deformations keeping the tangency
conditions with the boundary divisors, inside the linear system given by curves on the surface
defined by an equation with Newton polygon ∆. This space is known to be given by: (see [4,
Theorem 3.25, Proposition 4.10] where it is proven locally)
TDef “ H0 `i˚JXes{C b i˚JXtgt{C b L∆˘
First we focus attention on L∆, the sheaf corresponding to the linear systems of curves with
Newton polygon ∆. The curve C is defined by such Newton polygon, and thus is an effective
divisor corresponding to such a linear system, thus L∆ “ OΣpCq
Recall that for any divisor D Ă Σ, i˚OCpC XDq “ i˚OC bOCpDq (can be checked locally)
Also note that i˚JXes{C b i˚JXtgt{C “ i˚JXes{C b i˚JXtgt{C b i˚OC
we get:
TDef “ H0 `i˚JXes{C b i˚JXtgt{C b L∆˘ (23)
“ H0 `i˚ `JXes{C b i˚JXtgt{C b pOC b L∆q˘˘ (24)
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Where OC b L∆ is to be understood as the following sheaf on C: i˚ pi˚OC b L∆q Also note that
degpO b L∆q “ C.C, Where C.C is the self intersection number of C. (See [8, Remark 2 p.104])
While OC b L∆ and JXtgt{C are invertible sheafs, JXes{C is not. To remedy this we will pass
to an ideal sheaf called the conductor sheaf, which is invertible.
The definition we use for the conductor ideal at a singular point z is as follows: (See [3, Section
2.4])
Icondz “ tφ P OΣ,z
ˇˇpφ ¨ Cqz ě 2δpzqu
Where pφ ¨Cqz is the intersection multiplicity at point z, and δpzq is the delta-invariant at point z.
In fact, we will define a slightly more general class of ideals in the local ring at z:
Icondλ,z “ tφ P OΣ,z
ˇˇpφ ¨ Cqz ě 2δpzq ` λu
It is a known fact that JXes{C is a subsheaf of JXcond ([4, p.435]), but unfortunately this will not
yield a tight enough bound. We take the following approach:
Consider z0 to be the non nodal singular point of C, it is a singularity of type Ak´1 thus, analyt-
ically equivalent to x2 ` yk “ 0 in some coordinates. We now consider the deformations such that
the singular points remains on the y-axis (in those coordinates), while keeping all previous condi-
tions (equisingularity, tangency conditions, Newton polygon ∆) This gives rise to a codimension-1
subspace of the space of deformations we considered before. We denote these deformations by Def 1
thus
dimTDef 1 “ dimTDef ´ 1
We have to replace the scheme Xes by a different scheme, Xes1 taking into account the extra
condition. We only change the ideal in the local ring of z0, it’s elements are given by deformations
which fix the x coordinate, ie:
px`
ÿ
i`ją0
αijx
iyjq2 ` py `
ÿ
i,jě0
βijx
iyjqkq
The tangent cone is the ideal generated by the coefficients of linear part in αij and βij :ă x2, xy, yk´1 ą
We now check for which value of λ this ideal is contained in Icondpλ,z0q. Consider the following
parametrization of the singularity:
x “ tk, y “ t2. for each φpx, yq, φ¨C equals the lowest power in which t appears in the expression
φptk, t2q recall that δpAk´1q “ pk ´ 1q{2 (k is odd) Thus, assuming k ą 3:
px2 ¨ Cq “ 2k “ 4δ ` 2 “ 2δ ` p2δ ` 2q ě 2δ ` 6 (25)
pxy ¨ Cq “ k ` 2 “ 2δ ` 3 (26)
pyk´1 ¨ Cq “ 2k ´ 2 “ 4δ “ 2δ ` p2δq ě 2δ ` 4 (27)
Thus ă x2, xy, yk´1 ąĂ Icondp3q,z0
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Let us define a modified conductor scheme Xcond
1
by the ideals Icond0,z at all the nodal points z
of C, and by Icondp3q,z0 at z0. Now JXes1{C is a subsheaf of JXcond1{C and we can let the calculation
begin. We use adjunction formula and toric description for canonical divisor of Σ:
dimTDef 1 ď h0
´
JXcond1{C b i˚JXtgt{C b pOC b L∆q
¯
“ h0
˜
OP1p´2δtot ´ 3q bOP1p´
4ÿ
i“1
pℓi ´ 1qq bOP1p´KΣ ¨ C ´ 2` 2δtotq
¸
“ h0
˜
OP1p´2δtot ´ 3q bOP1p´
4ÿ
i“1
pℓi ´ 1qq bOP1p
4ÿ
i“1
pℓiq ` 2δtotq
¸
“ h0 pOP1p´3` 4´ 2qq “ h0 pOP1p´1qq “ 0
Where δtot is the sum of δ invariant at all points of C.
We arrived at dimTDef ď 1 ă 2, a contradiction. (recall that the curves we found that satisfy
our conditions varied in a two dimensional family) Thus, at z0 C has a cusp.
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3 Restoring 1-cuspidal rational algebraic curves out of a given
tropical limit
3.1 The resulting tropical limit curve minus the marked points
In [13, pp. 48, Lemma 4.20] the following is proven:
Lemma 3.1. Let C be a simple tropical curve of genus g and dual polygon ∆ (simple means that the
dual subdivision of ∆ contains only triangles and parallelograms.) Suppose that C is parameterized
by h : Γ ÝÑ R2. Suppose that C passes through a configuration P of s ` g ´ 1 points in general
position. Then each component K of Γzh´1pP q is a tree and the closure of hpKq Ă R2 has exactly
one end of weight one at infinity.
Note that in our case, since g “ 0, Γ is a tree and we do not need the lemma to deduce that
each component is a tree.
This allows, as further explained in [13] to obtain a partial order on the vertices of each connected
component K of Γzh´1pP q as follows: direct each edge of K such that it points toward the infinite
end. (i.e, there is a unique path between each given edge and the infinite edge, the edge is oriented
to the direction of the path) This defines a direction on the edges of hpKq as well, since each
4-valent vertex corresponds to a pair of edges crossing, so we can keep the original direction of the
edges. (See figure 5)
Figure 5: How to orient the edges on a node
Two vertices v, u satisfy v ď u if and only if there exist a directed path from v to u.
This order satisfies two important properties we will incorporate later:
Proposition 3.1. 1. each vertex different from a marked point has exactly two edges ’going in’
(the indegree is 2).
2. the marked points are initial vertices in the sense that in each component single edge is going
out of them, thus they have indegree 0 and outdegree 1 (in each component).
In the case of 1-cuspidal curves, one of the connected components K contains a 4-valent vertex
dual to a quadrilateral. We would like to direct the graph hpKq accordingly such that still the
indegree of each vertex is 2.
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Remark 4. A point of terminology, we will use the term 1-cuspidal curves, to describe curves
having one cusp, zero or more nodes and no other singularises. As for tropical curves, a tropical
1-cuspidal curve is a curve whose dual subdivision contains only triangles, parallelograms, and one
quadrilateral which is not a trapezoid, and such that all the edges on the boundary of the Newton
polygon are of integer length 1.
We first need a better description of the special component:
Lemma 3.2. Let K be the connected component containing the 4-valent vertex v1, dual to a quadri-
lateral. Then K is a tree, has exactly two infinite edges (without marked points), and the unique
path between them passes through v1
Proof. If we consider K (without the marked points) as a tropical curve it is of rank x´2 where x is
the number of infinite ends: had it been 3-valent it’s rank would have been x´1 [13, Corollary 2.24]
and the 4-valent vertex adds an extra condition. Since the marked points are in general position, K
admits no deformations passing through the marked points (other than the constant deformation),
and the conditions imposed by the points are independent (each subsequent point decreases the
dimension by 1), thus there are x ´ 2 marked points, each on a different infinite end, leaving two
free ends. The (unique) path between the infinite ends must pass through v1. otherwise, it is a
path between infinite ends whose all vertices are 3-valent, such a configuration is known as a string,
in the terminology of [7] and gives rise to a one parametric family of deformation (by moving the
string), which is absurd.
We now direct the edges. Kztv1u has four components, two of them contain an infinite edge.
we orient the edges toward the infinite edge in those two components. on the other two we orient
towards the vertex v1. we induce the directions on the edges of hpKq and orient the crossings as
before. this ordering satisfies the two properties in proposition 3.1. Other connected components
of the curve minus the marked points are simple tropical curves and we direct the edges toward
the infinite end in the component.
3.2 Restoring the tropical limit (incl. limit curves) and counting the corre-
sponding families
For reconstruction of the tropical curve, we follow Shustin [15], with the appropriate modification
for the 1-cuspidal case.
We denote by r the dimension of the Severi variety of curves with n nodes and one cusp, i.e.
r “ dimΣ∆pnA1, 1A2q
Denote by Q∆pnA1, 1A2q the set of quadruples pA,S, F,Rq, where A P Ap∆q is a 1-cuspidal
tropical curve of rank r, S : ∆ “ ∆1, . . . ,∆N is a subdivision of ∆ dual to A, and F,R are
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collections of the following polynomials in Crx, ys which together are defined up to multiplication
by the same non-zero (complex) constant. F “ pf1, . . . , fN q, where each fi is a polynomial with
Newton polygon ∆i, i “ 1, . . . , N , such that:
• If ∆i is a triangle, then fi defines a rational curve in Torp∆iq as described in Lemma 2.4.
• If ∆i is a parallelogram, then fi defines a curve in Torp∆iq as described in Lemma 2.5.
• And if ∆i is a quadrilateral, then fi defines a rational curve with 1 cusp in Torp∆iq as
described in theorem 2.3.
Also, for any common edge σ “ ∆i X ∆j, the truncations fσi and fσj coincide; R is a collection
of deformation patterns compatible with F as defined in section 4.1. (cf. [15, ]), In short, a
deformation pattern is a Newton polygon and a polynomial resulting from the process of refinement
of the tropicalization.
We are given the points x1, . . . xr P Q2 and p1, . . . pr P pK‹q2 such that Valppiq “ xi, i “ 1, . . . , r,
and we intend to find:
• How many elements pA,S, F,Rq P Q∆pnA1, 1A2q correspond to a 1-cuspidal tropical curve
A P Ap∆q of rank r passing through x1, . . . , xr and,
• How many polynomials f P Krx, ys (determined up to multiplication by a non-zero K-
constant) with Newton polygon ∆, which define curves C P Σ∆pnA1, 1A2q passing through
p1, . . . , pr, arise from a tropicalization pA,S, F,Rq P Q∆pnA1, 1A2q
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Definition 3.1. Define the weight of a 1-cuspidal tropical curve A of rank r, with r marked points
in general position, tx1, . . . , xru, by:
W pA, tx1, ..., xruq “W pr∆, σ1, σ2q ¨
¨˚
˚˝˚ ź
∆1PP pSq
|V p∆1q|“3
2|∆1|
‹˛‹‹‚,
where P pSq denotes the set of polygons of S, |∆1| stands for the Euclidean area of ∆1, r∆ is the
unique quadrilateral in S, σ1, σ2 are the unique pair of edges in r∆ dual to the two edges that do not
lie on the unique path between infinite ends going through the 4-valent vertex in hpAqztx1, ..., xru
as defined in lemma 3.2.
Step 1:
Let A P Ap∆q be a rational 1-cuspidal tropical curve of rank r with Newton polygon ∆, pass-
ing through the given points x1, . . . , xr P Q2. Observe, first, that A uniquely determines a dual
subdivision S of ∆. Indeed, the unbounded components of R2zA are in a natural one-to-one cor-
respondence with B∆ X Z2. The bounded edges of A in the boundary of the above components
define germs of the edges of S starting at B∆ X Z2. There is a pair of non-parallel neighboring
germs which start at distinct points of ∆XZ2, and their extension uniquely determines a triangle,
a parallelogram or a quadrilateral in the subdivision S. Then we remove this polygon out of A and
continue the process.
Second, A determines (uniquely up to a constant shift) a convex piece-wise linear function
ν : ∆ ÝÑ R whose graph projects onto the subdivision S. To see this - we consider each connected
component of Aztx1, . . . , xru and build the function ν inductively. We order the vertices with
respect to the partial order defined in the discussion after proposition 3.1. Then, in each iteration
we take a minimal vertex from set of the vertices not yet processed.
The points x1, . . . , xr lie on r distinct edges of A which are dual to some r edges of S. If
σi P EpSq corresponds to a point xi, and ω1i, ω2i are the endpoints of σi 1 ď i ď r then we have
linear conditions on νpω1iq, νpω2i q:
νpω1iq ´ νpω2i q “ pω2i ´ ω1iqxi, i “ 1, . . . , r (28)
Since x1, . . . , xr are generic, system (28) is independent
These points will be processed first and will determine ν up to a multiplicative constant on
each of the endpoints of edges dual to those passing through the marked points. The picture one
should keep in mind is that of coloring edges on the graph induced by vertices and edges of the
dual subdivision. at any stage, the values of ν on the vertices of each connected component, are
determined up to a constant. when the next vertex of A is processed, edges are colored along the
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boundary of a subdivision polygon, either extending a colored component, or making tho of these
components connect (for example when we process a quadrilateral arriving from opposite edges) in
the latter case the common vertices forces the two constants to be equal. In more detail, if the next
vertex is dual to a triangle, an edge is colored, between two existing vertices in the same connected
component (since in our ordering, always two edges are directed into a vertex) and no condition need
be imposed. If the vertex is a 4-valent vertex of A, since two edges are directed in, two are directed
out, and thus, either a new subdivision vertex is added to the colored subgraph, or two components
of the colored graph connect (in the case of quadrilateral, two edges from different components
may be opposite edges). For a parallelogram ∆j P P pSq the corresponding 4-valent vertex of A,
imposes the following linear condition on the values of ν at the vertices ω
p1q
j , ω
p2q
j , ω
p3q
j , ω
p4q
j of ∆j
(listed, say, clockwise):
νpωp1qj q ` νpωp3qj q “ νpωp2qj q ` νpωp4qj q (29)
since it translates into the condition of four planes meeting in a common point. For a quadrilateral a
similar condition is imposed, i.e, some linear combination with non-zero coefficients of ω
p1q
j , . . . , ω
p4q
j
must equal 0.
This allows to determine the value of ν at the new subdivision vertex or to relate the constants
between two components of the forest now joining together. When the process stops after iterating
through all vertices of A, (performed separately in each component of A minus the marked points),
the values of ν at the vertices of S are determined uniquely up to a constant shift.
Step 2:
Our end-goal is to use patchworking theorem to produce polynomials of the form:
fpx, yq “
ÿ
pi,jqP∆
rcijptqtνpi,jqxiyj , rcijp0q “ cij , pi, jq P ∆ , (30)
such that:
fkpx, yq “
ÿ
pi,jqP∆i
cijx
iyj, k “ 1, ..., N . (31)
We claim that the condition
fpp1q “ ... “ fpprq “ 0 (32)
uniquely determines both the coefficients of f1, ..., fN at the vertices of S, and the truncations
of f1, ..., fN on the edges σ1, ..., σr, dual to x1, ..., xr , up to multiplication by the same non-zero
constant. Indeed, let
xi “ p´αi,´βiq, pi “ pξ, ηq, ξ “ ξ0i tαi ` h.o.t., η “ η0i tβi ` h.o.t., ξ0i , η0i P C‹ ,
and let the endpoints of the edge σi be ω
1
i “ pi1, j1q, ω2i “ pi2, j2q. The conditions fppiq “ 0,
i “ 1, ..., r, then transform into the following equations:
fppiq “ tνf pi1,j1q`i1αi`j1βi
`
gipξ0i , η0i q `Optq
˘ “ 0
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ùñ gipξ0i , η0i q “ 0 , (33)
where a quasihomogeneous polynomial gipx, yq “ cω1
i
xi1yj1 ` ...` cω2
i
xi2yj2 is the tropicalization of
fσi . Since gi is the product of a monomial and a power of an irreducible binomial, (33) determines
it uniquely up to a constant factor.
Step 3:
We now, again iterate through all the vertices of the tropical curve A, taking a minimal vertex
out of those not yet processed. In every iteration for every vertex we examine the dual subdivision
polygon ∆i in S, and reconstruct the polynomial fi up to a multiplicative constant. By a property
of our ordering (Each vertex has two edges going in) we are always given the restriction of fi to two
edges σ1, σ2 of ∆i, corresponding to the incoming edges in the tropical curve A. We now examine
the possible shapes for ∆i that we may encounter:
1. ∆i is a triangle: By Lemma 2.4, for a triangle ∆i, and given truncations to two edges σ
1, σ2
of ∆i, an admissible polynomial fi (i.e., defining a rational nodal curve with precisely three
unibranch intersection points with TorpB∆kq) can be restored in |∆k|p|σ1| ¨ |σ2|q´1 ways. (|σ|
denoting integer length)
2. ∆i is a parallelogram: since quadrilaterals come from ’crossings’ (”nodes” in hpAq) σ1, σ2 are
always adjacent edges, and the admissible polynomial is determined uniquely.
3. ∆i is a quadrilateral. then, an admissible polynomial (i.e. defining a rational 1-cuspidal
curve with four smooth unibranch intersection points with TorpB∆kq) can be restored in
W p∆, tσ1, σ2uqp|σ1| ¨ |σ2|q´1 ways, by 2.3, WhereW p∆, tσ1, σ2uq is the area of a parallelogram
spanned by the vectors given by the edges σ1 and σ2
also note that if two components with different constants are adjoined by quadrilateral ∆i
(when σ1, σ2 are opposite edges) a condition is imposed on the constants such that one de-
termines the other uniquely.
Step 4:
By [15, Lemma 3.9], any collection f1, ..., fN can be completed with any of
ś
σPE‹pAq |σ| collections
of deformation patterns (Note that in our case the same deformation patterns appear as in [15,
Lemma 3.9]); hence, we can find W pAqśri“1 |σi|´1 elements pA,S, F,Rq P Q∆pnA1q compatible
with the given nodal tropical curve A and the points x1, ..., xr P R2, p1, ..., pr P pK‹q2. (were W pAq
is as defined above in definition (3.1))
Note that any edge with a marked point was considered twice as an edge where intersection is
fixed, hence they stay at the denominator after reconstructing the deformation patterns
Step 5:
The Patchworking theorem, described briefly in section 4 and in detail in [15] and [14], states that
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for every quadruple pA,S, F,Rq we are given a family of solutions to the deformation problem,
i.e. a family of polynomials f P ΛKp∆q, tropicalizing to pA,S, F,Rq, that depend smoothly on r
parameters. (See remark 8 in the next section)
The conditions for the curve C over K, given by f to pass through the points p1, . . . pr P pK‹q2,
i.e. fpp1q “ fpp2q “ . . . “ fpprq “ 0, provide us with a finite set of possible systems of equations
for these r parameters, which, since they belong in K, the converging puisseux series, can be viewed
as indeterminate smooth functions in a variable t.
The linearization of this system of equations is equivalent to the linear system described in Step
1 for ν, which was shown to be independent.
Therefore, the implicit function theorem gives us a unique solution for each of these systems of
r parameters, uniquely describing C in each case.
There are
śr
i“1 |σi| different systems, hence we conclude that there are exactly W pAq curves in
ΛKp∆q having n nodes and one cusp, passing through p1, ..., pn P pK‹q2, which tropicalize into A.
Remark 5. for more details about this system of equations and its solutions see [15, Section 5.4
Proof of Lemma 3.12]
Remark 6. To invoke the patchworking theorem, a technical condition called S-Transversality has
to be satisfied. In our case it holds. for discussion about it and why it holds, see the subsection 4.3
on transversality.
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4 Patchworking singular algebraic curves
Following Shustin [15] we describe and quote the necessary definitions and lemmas necessary to use
patchworking construction:
4.1 Initial data for patchworking
Let ∆ Ă R2 be a non-degenerate convex lattice polygon, S : ∆ “ ∆1 Y ... Y ∆N its subdivision
into convex lattice polygons, defined by a convex piece-wise linear function ν : ∆ Ñ R such that
νpZ2q Ă Z.
Let aij P C, pi, jq P ∆ X Z2, be such that aij ‰ 0 for each vertex pi, jq of all the polygons
∆1, ...,∆N . Then we define polynomials
fkpx, yq “
ÿ
pi,jqP∆kXZ2
aijx
iyj , k “ 1, ..., N ,
and curves Ck “ tfk “ 0u Ă Torp∆kq, k “ 1, ..., N , on which we impose the following conditions.
(A) For any k “ 1, ..., N , each multiple component of Ck (if it exists) is defined by a binomial;
it crosses any other component of Ck transversally, only at non-singular points, and not on
TorpB∆kq.
(B) For any edge σ Ă B∆, σ Ă ∆k, 1 ď k ď N , the curve Ck is non-singular along Torpσq and
crosses Torpσq transversally.
(C) If σ is an edge of ∆k, 1 ď k ď N , and z P TorpσqXCk is an isolated singular point of Ck, then
the germ pCk, zq is topologically equivalent to py2qmpk,zq ` px2qm “ 0, in local coordinates
x2, y2 with y2-axis coinciding with Torpσq.
Now we introduce additional polynomials which will play the role of deformation patterns,
arising from refinement of the tropicalization as defined in [15, Remarks 3.8 Remarks 3.11].
Consider all the triples pk, σ, zq, where 1 ď k ď N , σ Ć B∆ is an edge of ∆k, z P Torpσq X Ck
and pCk ¨ Torpσqqz “ m ě 2. Then introduce the equivalence of triples: (i) pk, σ, zq „ pl, σ, zq if
σ “ ∆k X ∆l, and (ii) pk, σ, zq „ pk, σ1, z1q if σ, σ1 are parallel sides of ∆k and z, z1 belong to the
same multiple component of Ck. The transitive extension of this equivalence distributes the triples
into disjoint classes. We denote the set of equivalence classes by Π. In fact, a pair of points z, z1
from equivalent triples pk, σ, zq, pl, σ1, z1q determines an element of Π uniquely, and we write simply
pz, z1q P Π.
To any element of Π we assign a deformation pattern. Namely, in any class there are exactly
two triples pk, σ, zq, pl, σ1, z1q with coinciding or parallel edges σ, σ1, and isolated singular (or non-
singular) points z, z1 of the curves Ck, Cl, respectively. In some local coordinates in neighborhoods
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of z and z1 as required in the above property (C), the curves Ck and Cl are defined byÿ
i¨mpk,zq`jměm¨mpk,zq
αijx
iyj “ 0,
ÿ
i¨mpl,z1q`jměm¨mpl,z1q
βijx
iyj “ 0 ,
respectively, with αm0 “ βm0, and non-degenerate homogeneous polynomials
ϕpkqz px, yq “
ÿ
i¨mpk,zq`jm“m¨mpk,zq
αijx
iyj , ϕ
plq
z1 px, yq “
ÿ
i¨mpl,z1q`jm“m¨mpl,z1q
βijx
iyj .
A deformation pattern attached to the chosen class of triples is a curve Cz,z1 Ă Torp∆z,z1q, ∆z,z1 “
convtpm, 0q, p0,mpk, zqq, p0,´mpl, z1 qqu, defined by a polynomial Fz,z1px, yq with Newton triangle
∆z,z1 and truncations ϕ
pkq
z px, yq, ϕplqz1 px, y´1q on the edges rpm, 0q, p0,mpk, zqs, rpm, 0q, p0,´mpl, z1qqs,
respectively.
4.2 Patchworking theorem
Let us be given the data introduced in section 4.1, i.e., subdivision S : ∆ “ ∆1 Y ...Y∆N , induced
by a function ν : ∆Ñ R, tropical curve A, polynomials f1, ..., fN , and deformation patterns defined
by polynomials fz,rz. Let G be the set of orientations of the tropical curve A (as a graph), which
have no oriented cycles and obey the following requirements. For Γ P G, denote by ∆´k pΓq the union
of those edges of ∆k which correspond to arcs of A, which are Γ-oriented inside ∆k. We assume
that ∆´k pΓq is connected for any k “ 1, ..., N , and any two arcs of A, having a common vertex and
lying on a straight line, are cooriented. Denote by ArcpΓq the set of ordered pairs pk, lq, where ∆k,
∆l have a common edge, and the corresponding arc of A is Γ-oriented from ∆k to ∆l.
Theorem 4.1. Under the assumptions of sections 4.1, suppose that all the given deformation
patterns are S-transversal, and there is Γ P G such that every triad p∆k,∆´k pΓq, Ckq is S-transversal,
k “ 1, ..., N . Then there exists a polynomial f P Krx, ys with Newton polygon ∆, whose refined
tropicalization consists of the given data, ν, S, f1, ..., fN , and the given deformation patterns, and
which defines a family of reduced curves Cptq Ă Torp∆q, t ‰ 0, such that there is an S-equivalent
1-to-1 correspondence between SingpCptqq and the disjoint union of
• the sets SingisopCkq X pC‹q2, k “ 1, ..., N ,
• the sets SingpCz,rzq X C2, tz, rzu P Π,
• the set of
řN
k“1
ř
z dimOC2,z{IegpCk, zq nodes, where z runs over SingpCredk qzSingisopCkq,
k “ 1, ..., N .
Furthermore, Let G Ă EpSq be subgraph given by the edges of the subdivision that are dual to
edges of the tropical curve A that pass through the marked points. Let B Ă V pSq the set of vertices
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of G Then
fpx, yq “
ÿ
pi,jqP∆
paij ` cijqxiyjtνpi,jq , (34)
$&% cij “ cijptq P K, cijp0q “ 0, pi, jq P ∆ ,cijptq “ ΦBijptcklptq, pk, lq P Bu, tq, pi, jq P ∆X Z2zB , (35)
with certain complex analytic functions ΦBij, pi, jq P ∆X Z2zB.
Remark 7. The theorem provides us with a family of deformations parameterized by the coefficients
at the points of B. Note that in [15, Theorem 4.1] B is described in a more complicated way, but
the meaning that underlies that description is the definition of B we gave above.
Remark 8. Also note that if |B| “ r ` 1 then the linear system of curves given by the theorem
has r degrees of freedom. this is due to homogeneity, multiplying a polynomial by a scalar gives the
same zero-set, thus we can set one of the coefficients from B to have the value 1
4.3 Transversality
Transversality of equisingular strata provides sufficient conditions for the patchworking (cf. [14]).
Here we quote a result that gives sufficient conditions for S-transversality:
We cite a lemma from [11, pp. 51]
Lemma 4.1. Let f1, f2, ..., fN define curves on toric surfaces. There exists a non-negative integer
topological invariant bpwq of isolated planar curve singular points w such that if fk is irreducible
and ÿ
wPSingpfkq
bpwq ă
ÿ
σĆB∆´
k
lengthpσq
Then the triple (∆k, B∆´k , fk) is S-transversal. The precise definition of the invariant bpwq can
be found, for example, [14]
Here we simply recall that:
• if w is a node, then bpwq “ 0,
• if w is a cusp, then bpwq “ 1,
Moreover, in [15, Shustin], there is a numerical criterion for S-transversality of deformation
patters. since in our case the deformation patterns are the same as in that paper, we will just state
that these deformation patters are S-transversal and refer the interested reader to [15, Shustin].
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Summary and Conclusions
To conclude, we used the following approach:
• Degeneration: We built a tropical limit of families of complex curves.
• Classification: We fount out what types of tropical limit can arise.
• Deformation: We used the patchworking to reconstruct a family of curves out of tropical
data.
This thesis raises two main directions for further research:
1. Enumeration 1-cuspidal curves of genus g ě 1:
Their tropical limits encompass curves of genus 1. We strongly used rationality in the process
of counting the curves on the limit surfaces. Curves of genus 0 admit parametrization by
elliptic function, which might replace the role of the algebraic parametrization.
2. Lattice-path algorithm - unlike the nodal case, where a lattice path algorithm for constructing
tropical curves is known (see [13] and [11]), It is not immediate to adapt it to the 4-valent
case. the 4-valent vertex might send an edge going backwards, violating the strict order in
which the curve is constructed using the lattice-path algorithm
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